Friends readers!
We´re divulging through all the available ways we have, the book
“The declined people and their terrestrial journay”.
This publication may be reproduced some or the whole with prior
permission for free distribution, since don´t be changed its main
meaning. Also its translation to any language will be authorized,
however we only ask for those who will do this send a copy for our
files. Nevertheless it´s quite prohibited its commercialization.
This translation was made by a willingness sister, learner of
English,who put her basic knowledge at our disposal, so that we could
divulge on our brothers Intras of evolved spiritual graduation, far
above us and engaged to works of Planetary Transition that already
have began. Then we apologize for any found mistake and request
you let we know them for due corretion.
.
Our site: http://www.extraseintras.com.br
Our e-mail: contato@extraseintras.com.br
GESH - Shame Hare Spiritualistic Group

THE DECLINED PEOPLE AND THEIR TERRESTRIAL JOURNAY
THE EXTRATERRESTRIALS AND US - III.
SUMMARY
GESH, Group of studies Shama Hare, old GER, Group of Studies Ramatis goes on its
humble work of spiritualistic awakening, complying with a request of evolved brothers, that
mean orders to us.
Here it´s another controversial book: The declined people and their terrestrial
journay, as many others moving forward about unknown, enigmatic and occult subjects.
Mystery doesn't exist, it lacks willingness and courage, seek explanation, the key, that
opens us doors to the strange.
Jesus, Loving Master said: "Knock at the door and it opens for you”; “Search and find”.
That´s the mission of GESH Group . With material acquired through the spiritualistic
messages received, we have published the following works:
- Intraterrestrials of Stelta and Extraterrestrials Underwater Mission;
- Petals of Light;
- The Extraterrestrials and Us - I and II;
- The Intraterrestrial Cities: Awakening the Humanity;
- Popularizations (periodic bulletins of mensages), published since 1996;
- Weekly messages published in the site: www.extraseintras.com.br

THE MOMENT OF TRANSITION
"As it was already programmed, another opportunity arrives at human beings' hands,
on the crucial moment of deep transformations which already happen in your Planetary Orbe.
Nevertheless, only loving explanations of celestial emissaries, won't be able to incite
transformations necessary to the human beings, referring to individual and private way.
It refers to one physical detonator of consciences, able to awake them towards the
imponderable material realities, ascending creatures up to great universe around them.
Only each reader's personal effort can make the group of words of this book, give his
transformer pulse of individual realities.
Be you, one who touched for God All Might open kindly the windows of Spirits´home,
so that think deeply and transform your spiritualistic reality and, later on join with Armies of
Light at permanent battle of retrograde forces on the Planet Earth.
We greet you on behalf of Light
Commander Yury, 23/04/05
Commander of redeem of forces on the earth

EXILED, DEPORTEE OR DECLINED PEOPLE
Awake men and women on the earth. It´s about the time of End Cycle, the planetary
cycle, that must be reborn in new time.
However, get ready, because only reborn on the New Land, who has wortiness and
equally seek self-renewal, changing old habits to new ones uphold by Laws of Love, Kindness
and Justice. Awake, awake, awake!
Commander Yuri
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First Part
Dear children!
Quite many were the advices, warnings and callings of alert, but you stood blind and
deaf, postponing the project that should be the most important of your lives.
You´re summoned for changing the direction of your minds, think and live as brothers.
You´re invited to review concepts and, mainly, change behaviors. But you have chosen
pain when renovation was offered you.
You have chosen blood and suffering, when union was offered you.
You have chosen uncertainty in place of sheltering safe in your brother Jesus' heart.
Children, get together in prayer, throw your requests to intermediate spheres of this
Planet; offer your prayer to the Father and ask him no longer move you away, the bitter calix
of expurgation, but dignity for sucking it with resignation and faith.
Peace always.
Mary (Jesus´mother)
GESH, Vila Velha-ES/Brazil, 15/09/01
I - INVITATION TO THE WORK
After receiving the first thirty messages which should compose this work, I became
frightened when I realized about the unusual work.
We already knew we should publish a book. However, we didn't know the theme yet,
thence our reaction we couldin´t accomplish it sucessfuly. Moreover, being an unknown
theme, strong and controversial should incite much disbelief and mockery too.
At the beginning, we felt like cartoon character, quite squeezed due to weight of such
responsability to publish revelations existent here. But, as well as alive cartoons get up, shake
themselves and leave to fight, we came into operation.
We apologize for forcing you, dear reader, think so serious and deeply on this subject,
moving you of daily news, and also due to mistakes that likely you´ll find out here, because
our small group don´t have researcher, studious on history of planetary formation and much
less, on humanity's journay since the arrival of declined people here.
We transmit you what our older brothers, Ysh Wam and Mahyr, inhabitants of other
celestial globe, kindly have been offering us and also cooperation of loving brothers of other
stars on our dear Mother Earth.
The gift is constituted of rare diamonds that you, each person with your own tools and
pure mind can lapidate his stone, in accordance with his own way of acceptance, spiritual
graduation, and also with willingness and ratiocinated faith.
Peace of the Mister of All the Worlds.
Margarida – GESH
II - MASTER RAMATIS´ SPEECH
Loving disciples, the planetary moment is overcrowd of revolt, hate and fear, provoking
strong negative energies added to the dense load involving the earth, because while human
ones lose temper of their own actions, the power of evil move forward, pulled by harmful
energy of screams of much violence and war.

The arrival of messages are still so difficult, because to transpose dense barriers as far
as intermediaries (spiritualistic mediums), happen distortions that mixed up receptive minds.
The messages transmitted for working out this work have followed a second traject
minutely for this objective. The distortions happened in reception due to complexity on subject
and dense negativity as far as the matter. Thus following your thought line, make it clear, so
that the simplest people can understand them, explaining them about origin and development
on the earth. To remove, cut and move matter from beginning to end, never mind the
arrangement necessary, since the work is clear and easy for understanding of our readers.
The process could be different, but disciples programmed didn't build, in the course of
their evolutionary way, the necessary support for great quantum jump of this time, thus they
must repeat the lesson with larger suffering and donation as they have chosen that.
To work out other work is victory of Light over Darkness that floods the Land.
Don´t worry if you can´t understand the whole text, nobody else can. Eliminate it.
Save Jesus,
Master Ramatis
Note: This work has too little content of the whole programmed by High. Great part was abolished,
because were confuse, incoherent and complex for our understanding. Thence those dear Master
Ramatis´words on the subject. We hope our assiduous readers of our simple and humble work forgive
our incapacity of transmitting them the whole content.

Margarida – GESH
III – EXPLANATIONS
With a view to put you in touch with study on humanity's history, it´s arranged in groups
of three main phases: Primitive, Middle and Contemporanean.
Referring to space-time called Primitive, we put together events and behaviors of
human kind nearly quite inferior, when the animal instincts still prevailed strongly.
That group is composed of, not only terraqueous native of this Globe, but also exiled
people from other Orbes identified here, belonging to the vibratory levels below of those
acceptable, in accordance with established as "superior or evolved worlds".
It needs recognize that, a lot of them were very intelligent beings. Nevertheless, we
can see that intelligence and moral evolution are human being's constituent elements, that
complete each other. Both are necessary and if separated, little importance have to the spirit.
Better is an evolved spirit morally, even though in some circumstances unable by his
intelligence than bright minds without at least moral values.
Intelligence needs equally be improved, however, never it´s the most important factor
for the men´s growth.
You have walked as far as dawn of the civilization.
Q – Until where do you consider that primitive stage?
A – Until when your people begin develop workmanships using intelligence a little
more developed, such as cars drived by animals, among others.
Q – The Middle Phase of our history includes great number of events. Isn´t too much?
A - Not, our criterion of agglutination of facts is guided by evolutionary phase lived now.
At the first moment, you´re gathered as primitive beings here. Secondly, you have left
the primitivity and moved ahead for awakening, and once and for all, divulge the dawn of new
times. They´re as human being's phases: baby, adolescent and adult. Even though, it needs
consider that nor all mankind have walked equally limitless from one to other phase.

Q – I beg your pardon for insisting Brother. But how state that periods of so much
suffering such as Inquisition and wars can represent phase of mankind 's awakening ?
A - Child, be comfortable with your questions. If it was different, how could you know?
Getting back to the past, you shouldn´t only consider those famous characters and
events happened in matter. Remember that huge activities involving all the beings, all that
time, at visible and invisible plans, and if some people didn't awake before pains lived at some
historical period, many others awoke afterwards have understood and accepted their renewal
by pain. Due to the beginning of awakening of those people, we have denominated a such
period as phase of awakening or The Dawn of the Earth.
Broadly speaking, there aren´t limit. The phases are put upon, but Master Jesus'
presence delimits the entrance and recognition of third time or adult phase.
Then ends the mankind´s adolescence called as reason by faith; it was taken to give
up inconsequent behavior and get more development through the "New Era".
The last phase, marked by High Rabi Nazareno´s presence among you aims to correct
the route by what, part of your mankinddeviated at Dawn of the Earth (awakening phase).
The correction of route was planned by three different phases:
1) Christ´s Arrival with his loving words, pointing out the direction they should go on:
2) The arrival of teachings sent by Spirit of Truth, explaining to the mankind that the
August Master can´t make them.
3) The last and definitive advise to the deserters, so that they didn't abandon the whole
evolutionary walk for vain values or even for absence of values.
At that third time after the Christ´s birth, arrives communication of Extras and Intras
plus revelations of the Spirit of Truth and Christ's Teachings, constituting the Tripod of God´s
promised salvation.
Then, only will survive who learns his lessons and keeps his grounding towards the
own renewal coherent with the Largest Purposes of Life.
Nooriam, Estraterrestrial, Gardener of the Space.
IV - PRESENTATION OF THE BOOK
Most of this crowd stay far from the Largest Objective that led them this Planet.
Without seen the spirit´s immortality, the mankind endeavours hardly to his survival,
preferring more material values of transitory and illusory nature. Little he recalls about the
millenarian journay he has been drawing, in the course of own history on the Planet. Nothing
he has discovered on himself or his immaterial transcendent reality.
Beings are bound for getting on life understand or not. Their choices take them to
unalterable ways, fixed by Universal Laws acting all over the world. While making them, the
traveler builds his future walk. While extravasating his rebellion, he breaks it, never
being retroactive to previous condition of animals already overcame; if modifies his
own human form, adopting features less worthy than his condition determine, it´s
because he wants be wrong concerned about his own power.
By supposing to be regressing to inferior evolutionary stage, terrible suffering
incited by themselves and pay high costs for their childishness and madness.
At earthy and astral plans show up many creatures descendant of primitive people
already extinguished. They´re cloistered at sad and cold night of pride, selfishness and vanity.
Only the heat of Sublime Light can awake them. Only Sun of fertile Love can remove their
thick peel impeding them sprouting up and germinating for superior life.

Beings of the world, called as Planet Shan (earth), show latent force of your human
minds. Take advantage of high resources of alive conscience and modify your way. Undress
of excessive weight that you carry, therefore the only thing our Great Father wants is lead you
towards the eternal happiness.
You´re created as Light, you´re children of Light, you´re own Light.
Turn on the fire that must shine in the course of time, by exercise and effective
willingness for the Good. It´s about time for helping the neighbor. Leave behind the foolish
subjects, which can´t help you sublimate the density originated of inferior emotion.
Join with starry Forces involving your Globe for generous practice of fraternal
love and you´ll be renewed hope in your hearts.
It urges connect your vibratory mental frequency with all workers of the Light. That´s
the passport requested for final ascencion.
We hope that effort for revealing your history can help your understanding on
the last blow up of life before the final sighs.
May Peace involve you
Mahyr
V – WORK GROUP´S ACKOWLEDGEMENTS
We received the task for describing difficulties during the reception this present work. I
was filled with surprise before the invitation done by extraterrestrial brothers, Ish-Wam and
Mahyr, for working out of new work, therefore we have already published the book "The
Intraterrestrial Cities: Awakening the Humanity", that provided us "wonderful trips" in
some intraterrestrial cities on the Planet.
The new proposal put us right against of first obstacle: new subject on revelations with
few available informations, in and out, on spiritualistic literature.
Once that we have began the work, each work day brings as surprise as victory of our
efforts. Everything depended on willingness, renouncement of entertainment , diets, fasts and
also overcome our own difficulties daily besides the routine held in GESH.
Each of us, spiritualistic medium or not, we´re doing our utmost, so that the work can
be pointed out clearly before the magnificence of revelations for mankind .
The technique used aims to access the Akashic Registers with information that should
be transmitted to the public, encouraged and also frightened us. The work was relatively
ready, and we only improved our vibratory pattern for reaching it.
Despite of all difficulties, we grew up spiritually, getting on own qualities and asleep
aspects of our own personality. Spiritualistic Mediums and Doctrinatories have developed a
little more patience, courage, obedience, perserverance and trust in their instructors.
Hours and hours spent on spiritualistic work put us together longer, strengthening
union of our group, enlarging our minds for Christian teachings and our life perception,
providing larger clearness for understanding of our terrestrial journay such as: who are we,
from where and where we are going afterwards planetary transition.
Nowadays, to face difficulties daily became easier, because our understanding
changed so much. We got force, courage and determination for understanding on events,
saving us suffering and unnecessary "falls."
We overcame challenges helped by spiritual Workers and Masters of our House. We
faced huge lunges of darkness that didn't want materialization of this work, but as our leader
says: "Where exist larger forces, the smaller ones cease."

We´ve learned that, through the work, we can transform weakness and defects into
raw material for future virtues and also, awakening involves recognition of our own faults.
Ediza, Maria Clara, Maria da Penha, Penny and Simone.

VI - MOVEMENT OF REVELATIONS
Brothers, the present terrestrial moment involves pain and suffering. However,
it´s also moment of revelations, where the know-how, as a whole, involving your
human nature must be divulged, so that reach lots of minds as support of most varied
beings, encouragint them to progress that is demanded as passport for "Planetary
Transition."
We´ve been preparing you for transmitting small group of information, at least of
the whole planned initially. Due to some events, we can´t transmit them for you now.
Those people trained for this task, at moment foreseen for explanations, they no
longer work here. Thus became more difficult bring for you necessary information and
thence divulged to your mankind . Even so, all that need be done, so wil.
For you, Group GESH, we devote our effort in preparation and divulging informations
described before. This task is slow and demands persistence, renouncement and work.
We throw our proposal and await confirmation of acceptance.
Margarida - Speaking for GESH, we agree perform this task offering our hands and
much love, and If we have to do other works we agree too. However, we´d like ask that the
messages could be clearer, because it´s hardly possible divulge something that we don't
know and without support of spiritualistic literature already published.
Ysh-Wam - Surely the whole information available and gathered to this group stay for
new publication, even though simpler than that you´re preparing now (it refers the book: The
Intraterrestrial Cities: Awakening the Humanity). And relative to the clearness, we´ll do our
best for improving the communication, having already efforts of both sides (transmitters: YshWam and Mahyr and receivers, spiritualistic mediums).
Then let´s report that said previously: unhappily the initial planning was transmit you
much more and better, however only a small part is got from the original volume that was
ready and worked by us. Our proposal is only help you during the planetary transition,
clearing the way of many ones lost on the Planet.
M – We agree and and thank the work. Otherwise, once we don´t know the original
plan, we´d like this book could present a little about Lemuria, Atlantis and ways taken by their
survivors. Nowadays, quite few people realize that both civilizations had existed sure enough,
but don't know how and why have disappeared.
Y - Thanks to Father for work that comes. We hope Christ's love guide us and with us
clear the way against of opponents to the light.
Save Force of Light!. Save Force of Love!.
Ysh-Wam
SECOND PART
(...) All brothers show up knelt down respectfully before Master Jesus´projection.
He arrives as soft breeze and touches everybody with his open-armed, blessing them
with kindness, tenderness and love.
He says:

Here I´m, my Father´s loving children and as promised, I´m among you.
Where have pain and cry, I´ll be there.
Father never wants see his children suffering, but even so, can´t avoid due corrections.
Only through suffering, souls can ascend up from dark side where have settled down.
Thence is applied the painful medicine (...).
(...) Keep courage, because I´m everywhere.
Even though it seems hard and painful believe, even so I´m present, because I´m
everything Loved by our Father.
To everything I belong, therefore I´m God´s Son.
Keep on faith and courage.
Jesus, GESH – Vitória-ES/Brazil, 16/04/01
CHAPTER 01 - THUS BEGAN EVERYTHING
Throw into Light, by arduous and sincere effort of progress; progress that you should
already have got from way back.
Time is up for apologizes, as well as Planet abandoned and usurped doesn´t bear with
repeater students attending its school.
Transform darkness into light, hate into love, sadness into happiness for world better.
Jesus is the road.
Joana of Angelis
01 – The arrival of people´s Arrival - How and Why we came?
I have seen Commander Ashtar Sheram leaving from earth with his ship. It was a
preterit scene and, at that instant, I missed so much the separation. Thereupon, I see YshWam wanting give notice. I listened her saying to me: "access the Akashic Register "
The scenery is a big ship, a Mother Ship, parked on the earth at olden times, when the
mankind didn´t inhabit this Planet yet. The ship sheltered human beings inside its cages
wild animal shapes, and outside, there was unconscious people as have finised a war.
Then I began see and capture part of commander Ashtar Sheram´s lecture to those
beings, that we transcribe below:
- Gentlemen, however your minds are still disturbed by changes and ready for diving in
inferior astral field, unusual for you, all you must recorder inwardly this moment you live now.
You´re quite evolved, but have hesitated on job of your mental forces, challenging the
Creator and his work.
Countless attempts were made for you give up that fixed idea of confront with
Supreme Forces of your original Planet, without success. Thus it´s imperative you
stand back temporarily (exile) and drain perverse energy of your minds.
You won't be alone. Even, at distance, we follow you up, however, as evolved people
you face reality of initial process of spirits´superior development, and thence can
understand what you didin´t understand up to now.
Go and drain your negative energies until can ratiocinate again as evolved creatures.
You need struggle with yourselves and inhabitants of this new home and seek
harmony with them, your guests.
Commander Ashtar Sheram
02 – Earth awaits you

I saw a big Jesus´image in the space, with his open-armed, affable looking, harmless
and loving voice speaking as blessing Commander Ashtar Sheram's members. Little by little,
in accordance with his words, I noticed the latter ones were exiled to another Planet.
At distance, I saw a small Planet in quite convulsion and still expelling a lot of fire
inciting large explosions.
That was unformed earth that was born.
I listened the Loving Master saying:
Loving children of who everything knows.
You´re created perfect and thrown into scale of worlds, so that by yourselves could
develop values and evolved virtues that constitute the Sovereign Will.
You have fallen and many of you pray for new opportunity. Many of you nor even can
do that. You´re bound for new world where are your Guardians. I´ll be as guide star during
new journay of evolution.
I´ll be with you, and, at meantime, you must recall my words recorded on Trails of Light
at superior plans, still inconceivable for your minds.
Your task is improve love at the highest scale of which you were constituted and
thence join with us.
Go and I follow up your future. Earth awaits you.
Loving workers have preparing it for milleniums, so that you could have all necessary
resources for performing your task.
Go ahead and save your souls of dark night of ignorance and fear.
Go searching your identity, because you´re part of my heart and I´ll be ever with you,
until the end of this journay.
Your Brother,
Sananda
Note: At the end, his outstanding , little by little, desappeared and the ship moved so fast towards the
unformed Planet seen previously.
03 – Definitive Exile – Commander Ysh-Wam´s Words
The commander Ashtar Sheram´s speech has preceded the definitive exile.
Thereupon, you go down to Antarian Basis on the earth, where you lived for long time,
and sidereal scientists and technicians have adapted you slowly and liberating for different
parts of the Orbe, by common consent with your spiritualistic characteristics and those of the
Planet. Thus have begun the start up of your journay as embodied spirits on this Planet,
originating the earthy humankind.
Q – Did the Antarian Basis act at physical or astral plan?
A – At astral plan, preparing and sending you towards the physical one. At the
beginning, the first stage is disposed in groups with similar vibratory fields after awakening.
While awakening, their mental fields were mapped, classified and later arranged in
groups.
At the same time, other group of technicians began patrolling and demarcation of
vibratory fields on the new Land. The data were checked and, as result, got a harmonious
distribution of groups exiled in areas similar their vibratory level.
Thence you could provoke interference on development of beings present over there,
because vibration of that new ambiance could hurt or destroy your primitive physical body.

04 – Dispute of Powership – Influency of Reptilians
Since it was perceived movement of strange creatures on their Planet, the terrestrial
inhabitants have been creating bad atmosphere at astral plan trying invade and destroy alive
nucleus.Their revolt and feeling of much ownership increased due to large presence of exiled
as magnetic waves, they traveled by space and captured by strange and bellicose
creatures, reptilians that quick sent troops of recognition to that context.
By supposing as favorable the settlement of their troops here, the reptilians allied with
local rebels - primitive - began banishing intruders - the exiled.
Then, antagonistic forms started develop on the Planet, all seeking material progress;
the more developed in technology at physical plan, the larger possibility of control the Planet
firstly, taking ownership of which could be of theirs.
The beauty and wealth of small Planet were ingredients that increased dominion desire
of reptilians, which supplied enough resources for their growth on the Universe.
Q – Is the history of wars and our humanity's conquests say respect with formation of
those rival groups at astral?
A – Yes, all the development of your human specie was achieved by configuration of
interests, revolts and desires as you may know. Thus our Father has allowed in your line of
spiritual performance, propulsory force suitable with your spirits´energy. That strong pulse
and power desire impelled you to progress on that Orbe. Thus it was and so will be,
once that same feeling had led you towards the Fall and exile in olden times.
The groups spread on this Orbe have travelled different roads, as was expected.
Some were born more primitive and delayed on technology than others. Among you, heirs
exiled of same sidereal genetic constitution, should have an appointment for exchange of
increment of love and information, so that put them at same level again.
Nevertheless, the interference of - primitive and reptilians –have delayed the plans,
because were led by wider roads of miscegenation than those foreseen before. They should
meet for getting over your harmony and also help those ones arrived here. Led by devilish
reptilians, they only got hate each other more and more and looking at only what could
differentiated and consider you superior than the others ones.
Several beings were designed for teaching you, the sense of union and fraternal love.
But in you increased hate and poison of separation. The survivors of that period still live in
East for drainage their dominant instincts, unhappy with what received from High.
The others ones, in the course of spiritual walk began separate of those groups and
travel roads ever opened for helping them in awakening.
When, on the whole Orbe was spread seeds of hate, pain and revolt by hard schemes
of karmic law and contaminating lots of people, Jesus has offered to come and live again the
Christ´s Love among you, lighting eternal torchlight , divine compass that never turn off on
the earth, where all creatures could seek support and make progress.
05 – Exiled arrive at Intraterrestrial cities
I see arriving Ysh-Wam and Mahyr. I And Mahyr went into a type of tunnel of time until
the world of dinosaurs.
There was giantic birds that didn´t fly and not even I could differentiate them.

Extraterrestrial ships arrive with exiled who lived for long time at astral plan for
adaptation and later on embody on the earth. There´s not human kind embodied on the
surface yet, however there are already subterranean cities.
Some intras already inhabited the underground and I can see a city intra where later on
became Amazonean area.
06 – Exiled await first incarnation at astral plan
The giantic beings had disappeared from terrestrial surface due to several events
culminated in their genetic-evolutionary changes. Each specie has developed while the Planet
accomplished its dynamic transformation.
The first terrestrial men embody. They´re primitive spirits inhabiting primitive bodies.
The exiled in adaptation at astral plan await appropriate time for their first incarnation,
where are submitted to painful correction of faults that had incited their falls and exile.
Quite many still stay at astral, rebels due to their new life. Led by evolved beings for
adaptation climate and new physichosphere on the Planet that welcame them, cradle of hard
ascencional trials.
The beings walk at turtle's step during evolutionary by-path. Many spirits of that time
still wander over the earth at weak ascension, searching suitable balance and get back to that
point of their fall.
At the end of meeting, we´re involved by strong energy and I have seen lots of well
reputed workers such as: John Baptist, Joana of Angelis, Doctor Cruz, Hercílio Maes and
others Jesus´workers.
CHAPTER 2 - AT ANCIENT ERAS
Experiences lived as embodied ones are those necessary for own Being's evolution.
Choises made during terrestrial journay are avaluated by divine scale and determine
each Being's evolutionary graduation
Elsim – Intraterrestrial of Stelta
01– Millenarian Spirits embody in primitive bodies
Mahyr took me by hand and we set off. Maybe we have broke through a portal and
later on I hear her and I write down.
At Ancient Eras, the future man was only imitation, still primitive, hairy, walking on
stony, hot and scalding terrestrial surface. He travels giantic walls frightened adrift.
He frightens before the smallest sound, even whistle of a bird means great threat,
because the birds are big and ever ready to satiate their own hunger and of their nestlings.
Balls of fire move in the sky for several nights and he doesn´t understing what happens
and he frightens for ignoring them. Some leaders of ships ever visiting the unformed Planet.
The Planet passes by noisy changes and alive beings in perfect transformations.
Blessed Land, "universal school", laboratory of many spirits of unlike sidereal
origin. Divine barn, cradle of sublime transformations of deliquent spirits.
Men discover fire and stay warmed for long hibernation and give the first jumps on
intelligence.
Impatiently they travel the germinative way of evolution.

Thus millenarian spirits embody in primitive bodies, that´s the divine help for
those who didn't value the blessing of intelligence in their origin world.
Giant animals compete with man, searching foods for difficult and dangerous survival.
The balls of fire seen at starry nights are God´s eyes who all see on the earth.
People develop slowly.
Pleiad of evolved beings go down earthwards bringing for you, new plans of
progressive pulse to the New Orbe.
Men begin speaking and through their primitive way seek Divinity. They´re confused
between material and unreal aspects. Tired, they tumble down and only can worship concrete
things, tangible, matter at all.
The pleiad of evolved spirits appear and thence “gods” too.
The mankind suffers new changes on his physical body. He becomes erect and speaks
a little better. He stays distant of animal shape, leaves caves and build primitive houses.
02– Human conscience forged
On that sad scenery of wild animal and fire, the human conscience basis was forged.
At astral plan, the first memories are connected and stamped in brain with the man's
old informations, inhabitants of other world. Even without knowing begins awake new being.
During milleniums, the sideral technicians have been devoting for reaching those
unformed brains with impressions that characterized them as human beings. Impressions lost
into mud of inferior feelings, full of deep hate and perversion, at most several possible ways.
The work of reconstruction is slow for those spirits.
Incarnation after incarnation, each creature purifies his physical cells by drainage of his
primitive and belligerent instincts.
A lot of them, forced by pain, firstly take off their primary garment (monkey), giving
place to new unformed body - man.
They go on emboding by caravans of collective redeem. They´re dipped into meat and
aims to mix genetic material modified to that still in natura.
Thus are outlined the roots of several races for inhabitting on the earth, and also
physical signs of future people.
At several points of the planet, the work of colonization is followed by skilled instructors
and led by the largest Brother, Jesus.
Some consciences awake in deep regret due resistence for the good. They recognize
old friends daily, and also apparitions and contact forced mix up their new unformed brains.
Lot of them awake. (refers to evolved brothers of other Orbes for following exiled brothers).
Civilizations appear through the acquaintanceship of those that, understanding their
condition, don't fight against it, but even with much suffering disturbing their minds, they seek
forces for going ahead and are blessed by High, in the sense of applying their old know-how
in construction of tools and utensils of own subsistence.
Other strong and violent group stay at sterile desert of low instincts, fighting each other.
The members of the of first group begin recovering the sense of love lost in the past.
The other rebels insist on just drain their hate useless stored during milleniums.
The first ones have established by themselves a karmic cycle based on progress. The
other ones have stored inside their magnetic fields, heavy stains that have stagnate their
walking towards the evolution.

They own adopt strong migratory karma. Between a group and other, there´re beings
arranged in small groups that grow up and are atracted by one or other force. They´re main
energy poles created by mental activities of embodied consciences.
03– The history repeats
I can see four groups of beings with primitive shapes as follows. First: pig legs and
body of bull. Second: legs of female goat and man's body; still quadrupede. Third: bulls with
human body, violent one another, eat each other with no benevolence.Fourth group, also of
animal shape receive some radiation and lose that shape and part of hair of body and thus
feel as were undressed.
That fall of hair makes them recall themselves in the past time.
They live arranged in communities, seeking shelter and heat. They already exchange
mutual glances what announce the beginning of advanced community.
They can already understand each other and begin using their hands for prepararing
weapons and utensils.
They move forward in big troops and when are attacked seek shelter. They seem led
by High in searching a place where can settle down and form positive pole. Who remains
forms negative pole.
I see the earth as only one continent divided by big crack. It begins separating the
plates of the original continent, afterwards the caravan have crossed a imaginary line marked
on the ground.
One group grew at astral influence of peace; the other by militancy.
There´re small pieces on both people´s history that had on the earth, the cradle for
development and purification of their rebellion.
Spacial Engineers endeavour at most in order to mould them, the astral morphology in
new bodies where could awake and get on.
One millenium passed by until they could purify their corporal genetic.
The same thing happens during sanitation of the earth, in the near future.
You´ll see be born again from the most primitive point, the colonization of New Planet
by rebels who refused the largest order of progress.
04– Life goes ahead on the earth
At primitive Eras, the declined beings of several Planets joined with terraqueous
through the reincarnation, afterwards an adaptation at astral plan.
They have docked here; some fearful, others rebels and lots of unconscious ones, but
all they´re led by superior Beings who answer for them. They´re welcame by Jesus, who has
invited them for renewal and redeeming work, when should give new development pulse to
the terraqueous, native of the Planet.
That process happened on and off ordered by Superior Hierarchies, that followed up
the progress on life on the New Planet.
Thus was born the first group of declined spirits.
Lots of them can´t born. Aberration and abortions and returning to the new conditioning
at psychosphere of Planet that welcomes them kindly.
The survivors embody again as primitive ones and begin New Era of progress.
They discover the fire, their bodies modify and babble first words and seek Divinity.

The terrestrial beings, across new pulse of declined go ahead towards the evolutionary
graduation, however still struggling for survival.
The rivalship among tribes increase and superior leaders encourages union and
peaceful acquaintanceship.
On the earth, under mantle of meat, the exiled prefer road of dominion and power.
Even with primitive bodies, the declined spirits could have chosen new and transformer
roads. Nevetheless, their same inferior instincts that had incited their fall were stronger than
willingness of progress, inciting new falls and larger obligation before Divinity.
At each interval between a material life and other, they´re invited by loving instructors,
so that can fix their thoughts about the largest purpose of planetary change. They can recall
the planets where have been and chances of returning their happy worlds.
Thus full of hope and renovating promises, they go down for new restart on the matter.
Few ones achieve the projects which provide future happiness.
Few ones get back to happy Planet left behind at that terrestrial primitive phase.
Some thousands of those sad and nostalgic spirits still suffer, at this time of new and
deep changes and thus return to exile.
Poor fellows, dear brothers! They didn't know yet, how use the gift of intelligence.
05 - The man leaves cave
Life goes ahead on the earth. The man leaves the cave. New group of exiled embody,
now more ferocious and violent than the first ones, still more debtors and standing in same
mistakes of power and dominance.
At this primitive phase, lots of ships visit the earth for supervision and research trips.
The terraqueous, frightened run away because they can´t ratiocinate on something unknown
yet. They´re immediatist minds supplied by primary instincts.
Life continues its course in two plans.
The gardeners of the space are disigned for bringing to Planet, exiled from several
points of Universe for sidereal miscegenation authorized by Sovereign Master, Jesus.
Father's work is perfect because all are known and helped.
By Universal Law of Love, all God´s children ever have same chances of progress and
evolution, everywhere. From the most rebel to the most evolved, our Father loves and leads
all them along of roads chosen by themselves.
Life goes ahead. Temperature is unstable on the Planet, from very hot summer to
hard winter, what provoke lots of premature deaths.
The mankind tries adapt at unstable climate and endeavour to survive. Progress is
slow and the Planet still primitive is overcrowd with rebels spirits. Both struggle for surviving.
Father's eyes can see everything.
06– We´re older brothers encouraging your growth
By superior mental, I could see primitive human groups during several Eras trying
again and again constitute families, until got the current specie.
Thereupon this scene I received the following message:
Before those hard scenes on primitive land, Life develops in strict conformity with
Superior Program.

The Planet with current elements produces single bodies at different and balanced
frequency-forms of life.
To each one whose magnetic polar frequency corresponded to the positive pole, his
negative equivalent was led for balancing forces on the Planet.
It´s a weak and slow work that techniques improved by Gardeners of the Space, had
developed minutely and put in action countless forms of life.
Some main principles brought of other worlds were checked and adapted here for
living by consonance with earth.
Each being identifies with vibrating at different standard, but syntonized with Planet
Earth. Everywhere or even in parallel Universes of yours, the identification you bring from
your current planetary origin stands in frequency with the earth.
Those that didn't have their spirit-bodies developed originally on this Planet
have their register of frequency linked with their original Planet at latent vibratory
scale, out of operation and put upon this frequency scale Of Earth´s body.
When they reach their evolved energy standard, then will vibrate again at original
frequency of their Homeland.
Those who stand like this, it´s as when embodied on the earth declined of his original
Planet, the individual were dead and reborn when, once and for all, he had conquered his
original vibratory frequency.
Thus he leaves his terrestrial identity, but large passages of his spiritual partitur stay
stamped by tones of Planet, where he lived and grew spiritually. As well as he´ll have contact
with others of same Orbe under same song intoned into simple cosmical melody.
By starting from his frequency, family nucleus were outlined and shaped up, thus those
persistent relations that allow the universal music can be played.
Thus you belong to lots of families, what is unusual for you and, the bows that
link you with lots of families are stronger than you imagine across your physical eyes.
Jesus, Loving Rabi, your brother, whose high frequency comes from other world, threw
over you elementary notions on Cosmical Love that you need cultivate, if you want move
towards the celestial places.
On his Name, you have built monuments, statues and true small palaces that in
nothing represent the strongest power of Sublime and Pure Love.
No force is more powerful than those of coalition among macro-dynamics structures of
organism on the earth, little cells of universal body. Then nothing else have you than Sublime
Love changed to Light, generator of the whole life.
Your small families are nucleus designed for loving, not across egoistic purpose, but as
principle of your minds towards the infinite. Thus your primary feelings set free of affection
and family dominion, so that can bloom clear and full notion of your planetary family.
Peace for you always
Q – Brother, are you one of three ones that have communicated with us before?
A – Yes.
Q – Could you tell us where are you from?
A – We´re from distant place of space, where Orbes are faced and by "Portals of the
Time", we go into your space for bringing necessary know-how for your people. We´re
scientists in mission here.
On the other side, parallel this orbe, we follow up life in land similiar of yours. The
seeds of human life are spread and we´ll make reborn all who interrupted their tasks, stay
debtors with Divine Law. Over there, is a Planet similiar of yours, however that world will be

them reason of pleasure, because will on duty full time, performing balanced tasks which
need achieve for keeping alive, awake and inhabiting the beautiful Planet.
What they could take advantage, free, in the future, they chose enjoy at current days,
among storms. Pretty soon, without freedom, they can´t make good use of balance existent
among planetary beings.
Dear friends! We´re older brothers inciting all you towards the hard work of perfection,
so that you could go into New Era involved by light and free of commitments delayed that
uphold you in the mat of karmic incarnation.
Peace always
Nooriam, Gardener of the Space.
07– All Universes is Life
Since first ways of life on human matter, lots of chances were found by sidereal
engineers for introducing in beings' genetic, characteristics able to give them specific bodies
to evolutionary process.
For several Eras, forms and experiments were submitted at hard conditions of life on
the Planet, still primitive.
Thus we can see possibility of adaptation of new species, again and again, modifying
one or other context.
It was wonderful take part with those creatures´creation and adaptation to the
terrestrial plan.
We have seen them born as were our children. Each plant, bacterium and each animal,
everything minute drifted for contributing in upkeep of life on the New Planet.
We´d like that our effort for improving shapes of people native of the earth and where
had reached the human shape, could be understood for you. We´re with you since The
Earth´s birth, moulding your world, so that you could have condition of growth that you need.
Brought of other orbes, animalized by excessive instincts and wounded in their
egoes, lots of declined went into earth, believing they could get here what didn't over
there and thus stay up to now.
They ignore Creative Power that renews everything and commands towards the Light.
Q - Who are you Mister?
A - My name is Nautilus and I´m traveller of Universe. I contribute where Father
leads me and allows join groups of evolved beings and then improve life on the Orbes.
Q - As divine sowers?
A - Yes. Everywhere we go when allowed, we threw into space. seeds of our labor. We
spend long time studying new forms of life and their results.
Q - Then do you know where has life on the Universe?
A - Life appears everywhere. All Universes is life. You human ones think as
everything was yours. Know that life presses everywhere, you want or not. You´re alive cells
of Large Body. When you learn vibrate harmonically with it, you can see how much life
spreads out everywhere.
You shouldn´t look by window of your small world, as a child that glimpses besides his
own house just a small garden. Around you, huge landscape hides an Universe overcrowd of
free forms at countless apprenticeships of evolution and all bound for Larger Love.
Be humble human creature, remember that above you, Loving Father commands
everything and only he is uncreated Creator.

Remove the hard mask created for your presentation, set free your spirits of prison that
it represent and know new ways of life that await your peaceful and salutary coexistence.
When you´re able to respect all expressions of life and love spreads beautifully in your
hearts, then you´ll be set free.
Peace on Christ
Nautilus, Traveller of Universe
08– Spirituality develop in accordance wih evolution
The human beings grew up dived into matter, performing the God´s purposes.
Leaving the past behind, as resource for survival, now know Divinity that drove them
towards the terrestrial existence.
While they grow up physical, moral and spiritually, also awake slowly, during the deep
sleeping. Thus retaking convictions, tools and primitive understanding and communication
with Forces governing the Universe, each human group translated and gave flow to the whole
events, in accordance with their current understanding. Then each person develops his own
spirituality in strict conformity with his rhythm of evolution.
At same way, they just suffered strong influence of natural phenomena, that spoke
louder over the present instinct than any other force. While looking at the nature, their
primitive brains began travel long road of progress, by understanding and high ratiotination.
Body, mind and spirit worked hardly for survival. For some groups, the contact with
“Workers of Space" gave them a large growth of transcendental realities. The latter ones was
in charge of spreading on divine beings' existence, angels that , every time visited them on
the new Orbe.
When Language has developed, their memories began storing registers of
contacts, which were redeemed and transmitted to their ancestral together with their
principles, whose practice formed group of behavior and ideas for cradle of several cultures.
Of course, as disembodied spirits by themselves improved the discovery of own
spirituality. Thus whenever they embody also forgot again partly their real condition.
The influence of disembodied spirits over embodied comes thenceforth. Since olden
times started bows of hate, revenge or love, in agreement with content of mental energy.
The first notions of manipulation of primitive energies came from perversity of sick
minds. The human being discovered himself dived into ocean of unknown and uncontrolled
phenomena. Then he saw modify his condition from subdued to dominant and, confused
began overdue nature forces with purposes useless.
Nowadays, he´s invited by himself in taming his forces and then get over his natural
flow, that means, ascendent movement leading him towards the light.
Ariadne
Extraterrestrial of Venus in mission of planetary transition.
09– The dawn of races is still an enigma
I see myself inside a pyramid which center has an altar. On the altar is a sphere that
floats in circles fastly, and I´m involved by that energy.
I float in the space and I can see explosions provoked of indefinite forms that attract or
repell each other. Nets of energy pull other similar forms and happen new explosions when
meet each other. Cones of energy appear at other point and explosions go on, and I feel the
warm spread from that place.

Some said that this is an unformed planet and all the stages are synchronized.
There´s a distant point of explosions, a luminous point like sunshine dispersing by
fixed form. Thence stems energies for construction of new Planet. They´re Beings of Light
and pure energy. How to describe them? I go back to pyramid and the sphere stop rotating.
Thereupon I received the following message.
The colonies of exild at astral, around earth stay at high expectation. All those declined
ones that should embody at primitive stage have already their bodies modified.
Nothing in those men-wild animal can be identified with several human shapes of times
before.Their minds, still conscious are confused with new reality and under strong painful
impression, they submit to the primitive shape of man-wild animal.
To each new cycle, the individuals' bodies improve, and primitive shapes disappear
improving tissues and organs less rude. The skin loses hair and the silluet becomes thin,
however until get this phase, the human body have travelled long journay.
Giantic men unlike of ordinary man of medium stature, have inhabited some part this
Orbe at olden times.
True aberrations were got like gods and they have joined and built cities of stones.
Alone, they didn't survive longer, because genes lost their force during evolutionists
corporal cycles.
They lived apart in their tribes, therefore the acquaintanceship with other human ones
of normal stature had incited panic and escapement. Even among themselves, competition
for foods and land provoked fast decimation of that race of anomalous and few survived.
The “big feet”, exotic beings who inhabit Himalaya and mountains of Tibet today, they
are descendent of that race, still having compatible energy load with their ancestral ones.
The giantic men brought their genetic load from their planetary race. They´re also
beings declined that, in adaptation on the terrestrial body have developed several shapes.
In their original planets, they had giantic bodies, however not primitive, but already with
some meters height. While their bodies were moulded with characteristics of terraqueous,
they lost the giantic shape of ancestral of theirs.
The whole process of earthy evolution and of men's bodies lasted thousands of years.
The space-time wasn´t so important at that phase, when beings still primitive only
could differentiate night and day.
Some civilizations on the earth such as Atlantic, Mayan and Aztecs people, for short
period brought know-how and spread it over other races, by migration of some members
before extinction. Then, the dawn of races is still an enigma to the contemporanean man.
CHAPTER 3 - TRAVELING THROUGH THE TIME
Life doesn't begin not even ends on this Planet Earth
When ratiocination awake to a such reality, the man can realize that there´s evolutive
and dynamic life at all unknow context to him and bend humble before Great Creator.
An instructor of GESH.
01 –Adamic Race
Many terraqueous of low intelligence, at olden times of their evolution were forced by
unhappy exiled who tried get the better of their superior condition.

The Superior Plan, foreseeing distortion of individuals' behavior, still at initial stage of
awakening of human conscience, put them far from those brothers accessible to the
retrograde forces.
After long time, the separation of original continent allowed necessary distance for
development of first race, for you called as Adamic Race.
Thus was developed distinctly the positive and negative poles on the Planet Earth.
They´re magnetic poles worked by crescent humans' mental activity, already dived into
physical circuit of each new race. There was divergences where, by narrowing of continents
and newer separation of them, formed natural barriers for miscegenation of first species.
Four main races formed, starting from union of unlike categories of primitive
exiled with terraqueous native of the earth.
It was associated with development of encefalic human substance, the propulsory
force of other beings' development, inhabitants natural of the Planet.
Also “Sidereal Engineers of Evil" tried implant in genetic regulator mechanism of
some animals, some characteristics of their unhealthy genes.
Whenever a such fact happened, new cataclysms incited atmosphere of renovation to
terrestrial psychosphere and, at same time, they become unlike for upkeep of evolutionary
pulses to all existent beings.
Thus, little by little, they created suitable ways for development of human bodies for
sheltering spirits, some destitute ones, other rebels, but all them seeking growth.
02 – The Highwaymen of the Space
During development of terrestrial life, lots of chances of spiritual redemption were
offered to Highwaymen of the Space, very intelligent creatures, however stingy, dominators
and rebels. They tried, at all costs, stem the crescent labor of forces of the good that worked
to turn on the Light of understanding into human minds.
The sidereal Engineers of the Evil found in bodies of big reptiles, dinosaurs and other
giantic animals of early times, load of ferocity receptive to their inferior genetic code. Then got
implant on the matter, the whole primitive potential, destructor and violent of theirs.
Once happy, they congratulated among themselves for own faculty and intelligence;
however, in the middle of the party, the High provided the ecstasy - death - of animals
receivers of harmful, violent and primitive genetic load on the matter.
The transgressive brothers aimed to purify genes of their own nestlings slowly, so that
later on could get physical conditions like man. Once reached the objective, could be
embodied, finishing their terrible purpose of dominion and exploration on the Planet.
They had their plans destroyed afterwards extinction of big reptiles and lost the whole
project of dominion and workmanships already placed among terraqueous.
Thereupon that event, it was spreached openly the war among impure minds and all
those that have declarated to be beside of Light.
They´re unhappy and stood with shape and habits of their ancestral ones and started
pursue, intentionally, all the minds they could use, so that take comand of the Planet.
Never again, they could develop new project using terrestrial bodies for incarnation;
however, up to now, they don't measure efforts to do the human being, as tool of destruction
of own life. But, if Life still stands on the planetary surface, it´s because since
declaration of war of involutive forces, larger efforts of Intergalatic Fleet sent by Jesus´
request has interfered between your people and the interventors of the Evil. Thence,

any warlike workmanship existent on the Planet were developed and used by bad influency
of perverse and rebels spirits.
Maybe dear reader, you can imagine these subject is only fiction, but staring over the
main discoveries made by your science, can reveal the dichotomy between salutary and
progressive scientific development, dissolute and dominant malignity of "antagonistic forces"
ever held so that spread pain, fear, terror and destruction.
If the Planet stays balanced up to now, it´s on account of action of powerful
evolved minds of Extraterrestrial Brothers that avoid its unbalance.
Only now, it arrived the Enough Hour, when the perverted action reaches throughout
the earth when minds full of illusions by instinctive pleasures of destruction allow materialize
genetic experiments putting in risk the integrity of Divine Plan by clear and irrefutable
assertive of fall and exile of human groups.
No longer there is chance for excessive disorders nor renovation and
evolutionary refinement on this Planet, for those who received all conditions for
repelling seduction of inferior feelings.
The incautious humans are exiled so that begin new journay. The rebels are
banished to sterile worlds, without physical life, where their influence in nothing will
act, and they need go back to they own after milleniums of self-destruction.
Each of you, terrestrial inhabitant take part of that history, and no longer can
cover the eyes voluntarily, before truths that appear everywhere.
It´s about time for definitive choice, so that we can identify them to redeem groups, and
thence led to happy or sterile worlds.
03 – How and Why the dinosaurs disappeared
Q – Was there human race at that time of dinisaurs?
A – Not as you understand today. But had already outlined a genic group before the
primitive man, in whose meat body should embody some spirits in a such conditions.
But the event described and constant presence of negative influence of rebels have
broke us moving forward faster. We have deviated our steps, because was urgent eliminate
materialization of their characteristics among animals.
Each Divine Sparkle has a frequency that identifies, apart of wrapper put over it . All
the subtile or dense bodies are identified and arranged in groups in accordance with their
frequency also called as vibratory tonus.
That vibratory tonus is specific to sphere of your Planet and, one of the first steps of
terrestrial development was uphold an wrapper of energy, able to keep constant and restrict
to your Orbe, all the Divine Sparkles sent here.
Then, those creatures, human beings or not, sent to space for studying, they need, not
only of ordinary clothes, but also spacial garments for covering their weak bodies, avoiding
that solar rays can disintegrate their frequency.
Q - Then is this reason, when we take astral trip, there is ever a bubble of energy or
special clothes wrapping us?
A - Yes. Your condition with terrestrial body needs protection as an astronaut too.
Q - But how can solar rays provoke disintegration of our Divine matter, once it´s
undestroyable, would that as second death?
A - As you may know, it would be like process of crumbling incited by effect of
irradiation on account of nuclear scission.

Thousands of times more potent, the nuclear fusion, abundant in the sun upholds load
of light power protector of your system and can incite countless reactions in them exposed.
That´s one detail that distinguish your reading of that what happens, indeed.
All the beings generated and magnetized to earth are subdued to the laws existent.
Your bodies adjusted to conditions of density of your Planet can´t be reached by superior rays
in potency to that adjustment.
So that you can bear with a such exposition, it´s necessary reach superior levels of
vibration for awakening in Divine Sparkle, the vibratory forms necessary and like those made
by solar exposition.
Q - How did disappear the dinosaurs?
A – We have checked the vibratory frequency identifying that specie and we did an
opening at earthy atmosphere, similar that you know as "Hole of ozone layer" and, through
that, we drove disintegrating solar rays of harmful genetic load implanted by Beasts. Those
species which didn't support a such irradiation, little by little, disappeared and no longer had
faculty of reproduction.
04 - Suplastic Worlds
Q – What are Suplastic Worlds?
A – They´re worlds bound for sheltering deserters of work dealt by their own karma and
still are debtors with Divine Constitution. A new world similar the original is built where are
placed the deserters.
Q – Are all desertors living over there?
A - Yes, they´re helped by evolved extraplanetary beings. They´re distinct graduations
debts. Those already awoke, or with less debts develop a work more conscious and active on
the own Planet, without need of moving to other Orbe. Others are involved by beauty of their
original Planet, but can´t usufruct the privileges, due to commitment of working.Then they´re
at constant state of memories about opportunities voluntarily discarded and also in several
incursions to inferior globes for helping brothers, whose bows weren´t undone, and then
slowly, they get free of commitments with spiritually, before have embodied.
CHAPTER 4 - IN EARLY TIMES
Keep free of pain, once that Love wasn´t able awake asleep consciences.
Don't be mad, therefore this exit means door of quick escaping leading you to
worse pains, at hideous abysses.
Face strongly the results which weren´t our choices, but yours.
Once and for all, accept that you´re infinitely less free than you can imagine.
Tuella, extraterrestrial friend
01 – Separating the wheat from the tares
I look around and there´re huge waves of energies at concentric circles, leaving from
Jesus' Servants shelter, expanding beyond of physical limits of our Spiritualistic House. The
strong energy burns miasmas, small and negative form-thought and other similar substances.
The waves of energy have clean colour and, in so far as stood back, they became dark
and protecting shield that becomes stronger and brighter.

Thereupon this clairvoyance arrived the following message:
The exiled that arrived at earth weren´t the most ferocious that have left their Planets.
We could say, they took part of medium category, such as magus and scientists who didn't
have behavior in accordance with superior Laws. That group also included theirs members
that executed orders. In that origin Planet, magus and scientists took turns their activities.
Each Planet that had suffered evolutionary transformation, as well as the earth now, it
suffered separation between wheat from the tares. And as happen now, on those Planets, the
exiled were led to worlds in accordance with vibration and karmic wortiness.
Thus it has been happening with deportees that leave from earth to those Planets at
evolutionary graduation similar of theirs.
Evolution is constant dynamic and no being of any vibratory level can avoid or deceit it.
Everything follows an evolutionary course and moves forward slow or fast depending
on the choices. No favoritism or patronage allow evolutionary jumps. The course, direction,
dynamic, fast or slow is choice of each spirit, Divine Sparkle, immortal and ascendent.
Those spirits didn't have option and arecompulsorily transferred to worlds compatible
with their spiritual graduation.
Thousands of groups arrived at earth weren´t homogeneous, but there was criteria for
all that have docked here, in agreement with their vibration. Many magus and scientists
arrived and formed black brotherhoods inciting lots of falls and, later on belonged the specie
today called as "reptilians". But before, let´s describe minutely categories of beings that had
already committed with Divine Laws in several worlds. Now, the Planet Earth is last chance
of acquaintanceship with alive beings. From the next exile, they stay over there for lots
of Eras, arrested in sterile place, until drain negative energy of their deliquent spirits.
The choice towards the evil affect them up to now, the strange pain supplies
their energies, while chaos is their favorite home.
Now, they´re detained "intercontinenti, without resources and on release parole.
Their pupils also go to sterile exile, executing orders from High in accordance
with own choices.
Q – What will happen with embodied people that stay in real disorder, transgressing
more and more Divine Laws?
A - Those who refuse to hear incessant appeals from High such as love, fraternity and
peace, remaining in the evil and feeding the beasts, they´ll suffer the fair correction of Law.
They´ll leave with their commands to solitary worlds and without life.
Father allowed those brothers arrive at that point of moral and spiritual fall, influencing
this mankind , because the collective karma of Planet thus has allowed, respecting the Law
of Free Will that governs the Planet of atonement and trials.
In the course of evolutionary earthy Era, the terraqueous have neglected, consciously,
Universal Laws and even after Angel's arrival on the earth, men still deceite same basic laws.
Many brothers who today live at superior spheres, they continue connected to the
Planet, where gave important evolutionary jump. Their consciences determine this, because
during dark Eras in olden times also contributed for settlement of chaos and spread the evil.
Those that already got back their origin planets, happy worlds, where only the Good is
sowed, they look earthwards and emit from their minds, today developed, loving waves for
stemming negativities of the past.
Others, still prefer stay around earthy astral, helping by sacrificial form the Mother
Earth that had sheltered them for milleniums, helping their drainage of inferior instincts and
transforming them to beautiful and free birds.

Lots of beings that have already lived on the earth, they´re now at high spiritual
graduation. All they together at this hour send positive energies to Mother Earth´s good.
So it may be, because lots of them have never embodied here, but even so, give their
contribution, voluntarily, at this hard period of transition. Voluntarily, they spread kindness,
fraternity and love to the neighbor. Then what will say of those that were terraqueous?
All efforts of superior hosts are sent towards this moment of transition, because
uncontrolled human mind must be at stand by, so that don't assume drastic attitudes able to
affect the whole solar system.
It´s enough they harm themselves. The incautions ones suffer hard penalties in exile.
It´s a planetary cycle of twenty-eight thousand years for return home, if they spend it well.
All those spirits that stay in mistakes are conscious of their choices, but the
immoderate pride, vanity and prepotency don't allow them know how ephemeral they are.
02 – Changing of skin
The people sleep deeply and calmly, then Sidereal Engineers accomplish
evolutionary modification that allow the expansion of their brains still primitive.
I see Beings like monkeys, but already have something of human. They´re families
grouped at caves: youths, adults and children, men and women, but without old ones.
Now, I see arriving Extraterrestrials, the same we have seen today when they showed
up us, bringing small suitcases and some small apparels.
It approaches some slept men who have surgical on reproductive cells, applying laser
and provoking cromossomical mutation. They act directly on the physical plan, but at the
same time, affecting the astral body too.
The process is quite painless, because the beings at least can move.
Then changes the scene, time moves fast and I see several white children with their
hairless bodies and faces similiar to ours. I could say that I see one child of the present time,
but it is not, because it´s same scene described by previous clairvoyance, when children run
there and back among their hairy relatives.
Some find them strange, but their fear come plenty of admiration or even idolatry, and
also the adults have much care with them.
Despite of having different appearance, they´re strong and robust ones. I can see lots
of them already adult and look after their old ones and hairy relatives who still live there in.
03 – The crowd increase slowly
Still taken by ignorance, the terrestrial inhabitants already modified know the
surroundings of their region, by pilgrimage from landing to landing.
Here and there, they live on fruits, dry leaves and peels. Their behavior, already quite
changed in nothing recall their ancestral, primitive and animalized. They walk upstanding, sit
down and primitive torchlights begin provoking electric pulses in their brains and now they
already can think. The physical contact, affable and careful pointed out during the period of
adaptation in new race, give them right of developing language. They communicate by first
articulate sounds and begin naming objects, beings and phenomena of their day by day.
The human specie takes a long time for constitution of language and while sleep, their
children study with Evolved Instructors having their brains quite modified with that stimulation.

They build primitive houses, cook mixing ingredients, discover new medicinal herbs
and share them collectively.
Slowly, the crowd grow up and it´s necessary to spread it out., that is made by the
Largest Command in areas called today as America. They have spiritual genetic load and
structure enough for living on the earth until meet with other human ones in evolution.
04 – The man struggles for survival
The man struggles for his survival.
His body is still primitive, what is necessary for facing so hard life.
His mind already has improved intelligence and always seeks new home where can
feel safe and sound, on account of unstable and abrupt changes of temperature. In selfdefense, they form tribes, but fight among themselves.
They worship primary gods such as: thunder, lightning, sun, moon, fire and wind.
Women treated as inferior beings struggle and seek their own rights.
Mahyr remains silent and I see men with bodies covered with thick skins and have big
heads with protuberant mouths. They hunt animals that remind of mammoth.
05 –The hard and sad life of primitive people
The exiled rebels take long time discarging all their negative energy on the Land that
welcome them.
Among crisis of unsatisfactoriness, they await get free of that considered the worst
prison: the primitive flesh body.
Rebellions, dissatisfaction and violence delay quittance of debits and karme brought,
what increase new debts. They attack hungry and thirsty each other and also blame multually
due to share same destiny. One or other that awakes of violence is considered weak and is
arrested quickly by stronger ones.
Nothing of what is given them know have substratum in nervous vibration of primitive
brains. The instructors are overdiligent on special cares and treatments, without success.
Obstinate creatures on mistakes, the rebels ignore their presence and don't stand, at least,
force offered them as additional of propulsory energy for the good.
Women suffer a lot with pregnancy of big children in their small bodies. Men suffer
physical pains due to incessant attacks of animals seek them as food. No lenitive is given to
their pains, because they wouldn´t accept it.
It reduces number of flesh bodies and spirits overcrowd in large suffering at astral.
Colonies of treatment are settled down and old fellows more evolved arrive for helping
the poor creatures by loving exchange.
Some evolved in know-how but far from Light and Love embody for burning of karma.
06 - The old rivalry
I see Moises in Egypt; people arrested and enslaved.
I see an escape; masses of people run away.
I see the open sea and many people without faith are swallowed by waters.
I see fertile land, big people connected among themselves.

The scenario changes, and now I can see old pharaoh of that time with his army
reincarnating. They travel long roads, because have incarnated far from their original place.
Hebrews went up from African Continent to Middle East; the pharaoh and his army go
down Large Asia towards the Middle East.
Then I received the following message:
Those people are like sand and mud; oil and water that don´t mix up. They´re similar in
rebellion but unlike among themselves; two different primitive races form only one Orbe.
They´re already rivals even before arrive here, and their ferocity load is huge since
their acquaintanceship in original Planet, taking turns between dominants and subdued by
intense battles. Few ones awake in thousands of years; they´re pure violence and arm more
and more. The whole energy are bound for battle and wars blocking up their social and
technological evolution.
07 - Man and Planet improve
The man progress in his presentation of physical body that grows up slowly, as well as
the own Planet. They slow down the geophysical convulsions and violent transformation
produced on environmental landscape of new Planet.
The rebels and petrified spirits in inferior moral are subdued to hard trials. They longed
for better way of life but has ever lived disappointed and frightened.
The improvident sowing of the past weighed them on divine economy of own evolution.
Space ships ever visit earth and the Gardeners of Space give huge contribution for
evolutionary transformation of man and also of his Orbe.
08 – It begins a primitive society
The geographical formation of the earth setlles down.
The evolved leaders overblow crowd on stabler areas, less convulsive and dangerous.
Some civilizations already appear with human aspects, but some are already up due to
clearer language and intelligence a little better.
In Small Asia, the man i distinguishes and build houses using what nature offers him.
The society even primitive is settled down and who has better vision commands. The
strongest subdue the weakest ones.
The men get together divided into tribal groups for better self-defence. They´re still far
from lucidity of ratiocination and have primary intelligence with select instincts. Fear subdues
their actions and survival is still weak and short.
The relationships happen across battles and ownership.
Mahyr makes a break and I see humans using animals for travelling long distance of
stony and dusted roads. Those animals seem moisture of horse with camel, maybe a hybrid
element and men recalls the yellow race, and their houses are made with dark wood.
09 – The declined people´s Rebellion
The cells of primitive men's bodies were constituted of same elements of men's bodies
existent now, only differing each chemical element of constiution of those bodies, that still
should face wild and instable ambiances. They needed of bodies suitable for survival during
those short periods when have lived embodied on the earthy surface.

They have been purifying slowly rebels and violent spirits rebels unhappy with exile,
considered as delay to evolutionary by-path and still some of them inhabit areas so inferior.
The bodies make progress at astral plan and arrives at matter already modified.
The contemporanean man won´t find out the link lost and sought at physical
plan, because all important genetic transformation suffered the transfer from one race
to other, they took place at subtle plans and soon after bringing to matter.
The man didn't grow up instantaneous nor their bodies and spirits. Their transformation
was slow due to abusive actions based on revolt and rebellion.
Up to now, the contemporanean man moves ahead at slow steps beneath that planned
for this mankind , at this century end. The human kind prefers more matter than spirit.
Since ancient Eras, the man fights against his own evolutionary refinement: Loving
Father uncreated Creator is the same, loving his creatures, even if they choose different
roads of those they were created for: Love.
CHAPTER 5 - POWERFUL MINDS FOLLOW BIRTH AND GROWTH
Among many words spoken since mankind 's origin, Pardon is the most powerful, and
Love the most sublime word. Pardon was born from love well lived and only able to drive the
creatures by evolutionary line, impelling them more and more towards the Light.
Above all the other virtues, these two ones reign sovereign transposing the portals of
time, spreading force over mankind . Who cultivate these qualities stand on redemption road
and who move away, get back at some time, in accordance with history of your Orbe.
Peace forever.
Akenathon
01 - The unformed Planet
The man while primate has travelled roads of progress on the unformed Planet, that
couldn´t receive yet beings more evolved and intelligent than animals.
The planetary evolution and alive beings, their inhabitants, passed by long process of
transformation.
On the earth, they placed geophysical layers created recently, and alive beings were
transferred here building resources of survival.
The atmospheric chemical elements were balanced at atmosphere possible to be
inhabited. Thus evolutionary transformation of bodies, land and alive beings´arrival here,
everything happened at the same time.
First appears small unicellular corpuscle as embryo of future life of other species.
Primitive plants grow up at convulsive atmosphere and, even minerals considered the
hardest ones, they sufferered transformation and form layers for constitution of future Land.
The strong evolved minds lead orchestra of birth of Planet, that will have in its
breast infinity of races coming from several parts of Universe created from way back.
I can see the unformed Planet like a ball burning and incandescent lavas are slippery
everywhere. Sulfurous gases arise upwards, making unbreathable the atmosphere. There´re
earthquakes here and there inciting deep gaps. I can´t see water, only incandescent lavas.
02 – Transformations go on, Fire forges the land.

For milleniums, earth had suffered with heat and fire where forged chemical elements
of its constitution.
Still in that phase, evolved spirits go down to underground of Planet and settle
down first centers of cities intras.
Their powerful minds helped build the Planet, stabilizing their internal structures,
dominating the generator force, huge and primitive. It was just a small nucleus of Light-Being,
builders that by explosions, like billions of nuclear bombs detonated at the same time, they
have created the earth, because an unformed world demands generator energy of life.
At meantime, my head was confused with that we have listened, not for distrust, but
maybe I could have understood something wrong.
Mahyr said:
You aren´t scientist, thus don´t know this subject. Only write down what I transmit you.
She continues:
The explosions only gave out that one Planet was born. Only after trillions of years, of
your calendar, Planet Earth became the balanced sphere in the space, as you can see now.
Let us go back to the subject.
The unicellular structures develop in other forms still primitive but changed slowly,
because they brought at their genetic matrix, the archetype of what should be changed.
The minerals are settled down. Water appears still polluted with poisonous gases that
subdue the atmosphere. The intraterrestrial minds work the springs, minerals, wealth of
future that you´ll supply survival on the virgin Planet.
The process of transformation follows up the natural and automatic course.
Fire forges the land.
Mahyr stops speaking and I see I own floating again on the earth on fire. Cascades of
incandescent lava like rivers and waterfalls. Here and there open gaps; up and down of
incandescent substances. The land shakes and convulses all that time.
She continues:
The unicellular structures become more complex and are born the first vegetation
aquatic algae that adapt at ambiance still hot and where heavy metals subdue atmosphere.
03 - The transformism Laboratory. The first colonies appear.
At subtle plans around Planet appear colonies for reception of first species of earthy
animals. Everything was born first with matrix at astral before of dense matter. All alive beings
were moulded and brought to astral periphery of unformed Planet.
Some species were formed from Building Force of Planet, with chemical elements,
minerals and telluric energy and others brought from Orbes like this one.
The evolved beings commanded by Sidereal Engineers, among them was Jesus, they
built the first colonies surroundings the planetary astral.
Those colonies weren´t primitive constructions, but simple and agreable organizations,
where the first generations of alive beings could be constituted. They´re true laboratories for
construction of life.
A lot of meetings of Counselors and Avatars of several orbes took place on future exile
of their protected ones.
The earth was formed already bound for reception of declined spirits and as laboratory
transformer for perfecting necessary of dense layer of negativities brought by bodies of
exiled, in vibratory descent, what had incited the compulsory exile.

Loving Jesus accepted those rebels spirits as his sheeps and marked them by
his sublime verb, committing to send them back to Mister´s house. Up to now, he´s the
sublime leader of those souls.
The earth was built by Extraterrestrials, because there wasn´t terraqueous yet.
The builders' minds were bound for suppling forces of life. Referring that point of view,
also Jesus is an Extraterrestrial, because his original Planet that have forged his
evolution, it´s alive only in Akashic Registers of Life, the same that you visit now.
The double of the earth was built one millennium before the construction of Planet in
matter, and only became equivalent when convulsions decreased, standing stabler its surface
and then allowing stablisment of first beings at material density.
One millennium seems so little, when geological age of the earth has around four
million of milleniums.
Life appears as water and afterwards goes earthwards, because it´s natural life
presses vibrant, even in the most inhospitable atmospheres.
Ice and fire compete each other for constitution of crust, sterilizing, forging geological
structures, burning the microscopic structures that shouldn´t germinate.
The rhythm of millenarian changes follows its way and earth appears as was planned.
It goes down a Light-Being for settling down other intraterrestrial city and gives new
standard to constitution of Orbe, containing generating-matrix force at center of Planet.
04 – Life within of Planet Earth
When the settlement of Planet happened for long periods, the evolved civilizations
have formed small nucleus on the giantic glaciers. They´re brothers of other orbes embodied
here for constitution of cities intras. Due to unstable conditions of external atmosphere, they
sought caves and rifts with by-pass taken them to large earthy areas, where there was
already some environmental balance.
The wild Beasts of surface didn't go into there in. The climate was warm and it was
good place for growing and development and so did groups of intras in the course of years.
Thereupon the first primates' appearance on the terrestrial surface, it begins process of
incarnations of exiled that stayed for long periods, conditionated at astral areas nearby the
primitive Planet; today Planet Earth.
Civilizations of negative Extraterrestrials try settle down on recent inhabited
Planet atracked by inferior magnetism of declined people.
Battles took place at astral, but were expelled even before could be manifested at
physical plan. Jesus´gardeners look after the earth full time.
Others negative beings tried again redeem their protected ones of inevitable exile and
attacked hateful Colonies of Hibernation at Astral, but were defeated by Superior Forces ever
protecting the weakest ones. Many of them also were sent to redeeming exile.
During all the Eras of planetary evolution, there was attempts for implantating
extraterrestrial forces for the Evil, but were broken by Force of Light. The evil brought by cold
and cruel deportees, would be enough for contaminating a lot of generations all that time;
therefore the implantation of forms not planned weren´t allowed.
On the earth, again and again, in the course of its history, appeared bright civilizations
on moral and spiritual progress and composed of brothers quite developed of other orbes, so
that incarnate here an improve the new civilization. They weren´t declined people.

After departure of evolved groups, evolved civilizations such as Mayan, Inca and
Egyptians finished and thus happened with many people, in intervals of planetary evolution.
05 – Life moves on the surface
The convulsions stop after trillions of years and exuberant life explodes on the surface.
The beings no longer are primitive unicellular ones that during tumult of milleniums,
developed to other more complex and with necessary structures for the Planet.
The small Batrachia leaves water, creates new structures and originate the diversified
animal world. New animal species of big size are brought to Planet Earth.
Giantic forests grow up atatmosphere still polluted with gases, now more spread out.
The great glaciers cover large areas.
Times runs fastly and lots of animals, which the man at least had heard speak about
them in the course of his history, they didn't adapt to the still unformed Planet and then were
extinguished even before could multiply and become hybrid ones.
The builders have made several attempts until the animals could stay as species of
evolution on the earth. Each planetary cell brings inwardly the files of its creation.
The animals of big size adapt to the inhospitable conditions.
The intraterrestrial brothers grow up faster of terrestrials, whose presences are
necessary to planetary balance.
Once in a while, groups of extra and intraterrestrials visit the surface, with a view to
check the fields where seeds of new races will be trown.
In the course of evolution of species, lots of physical outlines were modified until the
structures could adapt to atmosphere by synchronized way.
The man's body for long time also have suffered countless transformation.
06 – Colonies of spiritual help at earthy astral
Civilizations appear and disapear on the earth fixing antagonisms among creatures.
The homogeneous groups that are forward after overcaming the hegemonies of races, they
settle down the first colonies of helping at astral near the terrestrial crust.
The dark areas are built there in keeping magnetized dense spirits attached in matter.
On that phase when the man walks blind and ignorant, where Light of the highest –
Jesus – hadn´t appeared among men yet, the abysms were already overcrowd of rebels
creatures that, life after becoming life perverted by infamy.
The plans and under-plans astral are overfull of spirits anxious for diving into matter,
but without strength for surpassing their own inferiority.
The tribes are massacred, hate petrified and mankind define a negative karma,
which they didn´t get neutralize up to now.
Even the Promised Messiah´s arrival, that should detonate awakening of consciences,
doesn't reach the petrified hearts that lead masses of people, feeding hate and provoking fall.
Billions of spirits have already passed by earth and ascended up, however lots of them
still keep anchored in subconsciousness of same mistakes.
07 - Races
The Adamic Race appears forming rival tribes.

Dominant race that imposed the religious might subduing masses of people.
Aryan race marked their presence with pride and desire of subdue other people.
All the races left negative marks on the earth: blood, hate, slavery and deaths.
That mankind have travelled by tortuous trails in the course of their evolution.
Many superior beings embody among sanguinary tribes, with a view to change their
tortuous and unbalanced trail, even though few ones modify them by chosen way.
Antagonistic races fight on matter inciting fratricide wars and expansion of dominion.
Victims and executioners come for banishing the poisonous cups of hate.
They sleeping in insanity and feed beasts.
08 – The road of evolution: animal, elemental and human
Troops of biped primates wandered on the earthy surface for hunting, overanxious
between animal and human kingdoms and still should travel from elemental to human one.
They sleep animal and wake up elemental; they sleep elemental and wake up human.
The way of evolution is wonderful and perfect.
Thus was born humankind, still half animal and half man. He discovers the fire, fears
flash of lightnings, breaks barrier of intelligence and communicates by primitive dialect.
09 - Men make progress - "Suffering is choice of traveler at fall"
The evolutionary transformation process from one to other kingdom doesn't
happen on matter, but at subtle plans, at superior vibratory dimension, where keeps by
suspension any pernicious vibration able to bring damage to the transformer process.
All the creatures travel the kingdoms, from the most primitive to most complex, and
each one travels on and off.
The Divine Sparkle is stable. The monad stays untouchable in its purity, absorbing on
and on progress made by bodies around. Even primitive being has divine monad in his
creative heartwood that stays fallen asleep and when decides grow up across Love he can
activate the impelling force of monad is contained by itself.
Thereupon the transformer sleep, the monad follows its course from one to other
kingdom, going up the stairway of evolution for returning to the Generator Body.
Suffering is choise made by traveler at fall.
The primitive races have travelled on the earth, enought time for spirit´s refinement.
Even after improving the physical body during milleniums, the spirit still stays renitent for
primitivism of animal instinct.
Each Being has his own monad, Divine Sparkle inwardly, which acess depends
on evolved vibration and also involve it by dense layers, but never, nobody can turn it
off.
We´re God´s children, uncreated Creator and His Presence is inwardly of everybody.
Men get on in life and the Planet already stable has small continental parts, some
isthmuses and several islands.
The tribes multiply spread out on the continents.
Creatures of Darkness are present among men subdued due to low vibration.
They eternize animal instincts, covering sublime cells with telluric energy. During their
journay, they create dense armor that, a lot of times, can be extirpated only across new exile.
The astral colonies of helping multiply at dense plans of inferior ghettos.

The man works in two plans of life for self growth, but also suffers successive falls.
The arms of Workers of the Good multiply, but aren´t enough to contain the large
crowd of unbalanced brothers that move towards the cliff.
The men's matrix are improved, but spirits travel them, full of hate stored in the course
of several generations.
Besides of improved physical bodies and spirits kept inferior, the man moves among
several races, for milleniums, but stays in hate and overblows unbalances eveywhere.
10 - Spotlights kept in earthen vase
It passed by milleniums of years.The earthy Guardians observe everything.
The inferior abysses were overfull of bankrupt creatures in releasing attempts and the
spirits´ unbalances are multiplied.
The Master´s arrival on the earth, already took place at vibratory descent and all the
attempts of preparation of mankind had failed inciting other negative karms.
The "potencies of evil" foresee the approach of Spotlights and become anxious inciting
strong and inferior vibrations to humans that welcome them in their rebels hearts.
The strong fights for dominion lead creatures at last results destroying one another.
The conquerors move ahead and expand their limits on bloody soil by those at fall.
There is no respect for agreement of boderlines; the strongest ones move ahead,
invade and take the comand whatever want on the road.
The creatures' inferior senses subdue their reason and blind them. In spirits´ inwardly
vibrate echoes of evil, inciting more and more pride and prepotency.
Jesus was born among the roman domination and grows up receiving dense sparkles
that moves on the atmosphere producing unbreathable air to his weak spiritual constitution.
That was one light ray kept in earthen vase.
The souls defeated in Atlantis and Egypt, atracted by Light seek shelter there in led by
their Great Guardians for embodiment near the Master, who recognizes their souls quickly.
Rome takes the comand. Its pride of race is imposed over other people. New changes
of freedom to people of Atlantis at fall yesterday.
CHAPTER 6
WE´RE IMPORTANT PIECES OF GIANTIC PUZZLES OFPLANETARY TRANSITION
Don't avoid efforts for complying who seek explanations on planetary transition.
The sucessive turbulences invite lots of minds for awakening and your task is help
them in understanding on God´s Plans. Many await the Sparkle of Light.
They´re turbulent years, ferocious fights on the earth and a lot of work await you, and
we state our commitment for leading you on the Road of Truth.
Save Light
Shama Hare
01 – I am your Guardian on the dark road
The Olimpius´Gods arrive at earth. Greece shines. There´s new pulse of Arts, Culture
and bright ideas like new promisses of transformation and growth.

The philosophers spread out their evolutionists theories. Men decide for pride and
vanity and superb blind them.
Copernic, Socrats, Antulio and Hermes, great names, great Masters, once again arrive
at earth for driving their pupils, awake souls and asleep minds kept inebriated by luxury and
fascinated on beauty, they choose the matter and neglect the spirit.
False Gods who provoke prepotency and pride are worshipped in domestic niches,
where vanity show up as queen.
The black magic subdue suffered souls for dominion, power and war.
New chances of spreading know-how are given on the Planet, awaking new restorer
pulses in the creatures.
Greece, Rome, Athen and Troy are lights that should lead the new Planet through high
vibrating pulse. But, on the contrary, they became drainage points for mud contaminated,
coming from creatures´ inwardly fascinated for ephemeral and illusory moments on matter.
On that period, Light arrived at earth and those subdued by Darkness walked in sense
contrary to the Light.
At meantime, intense and positive energy involves the ambiance and Mahyr continues:
All you´re important pieces of giantic puzzles forming the planetary transition; Jesus,
Inexhaustible Source of love leads everybody. Keep satiated in this Source of Light. Let be
guided for God´s Love spoured on all their Creatures.
Mahyr
At this moment, the energy increases and is thrown on my coronary chakra. Thence,
involved by such energy, I could hear the following:
- "I´m Light that guides your steps. Follow me and no storm can reach you, therefore all
steps of those who wish Light will be protected by Larger Force.
Don´t be afraid. I´m with you. I´m your guardian on the dark road”.
Sananda
02 – Awake brothers! There´s ever a chance of regress
The terrestrial astral already overcrowd of travellers fallen and anxious for diving into
forgetfulness. The supplicant ones translated their requests to new promises of progress and
full of hope. However, once embodied and have forgotten the promises face same mistakes.
Up to now, they´re anxious to set free of awful incarnations, without success, and will
be sucked to primitive Planet for restarting painfully, as before, here on the earth. They must
travel again with animalistic bodies by same roads which they didn't use them well.
Soul sister, stop your rebellion, pride and seek places of Light ever awaiting for you.
At that moment, there was a break of communication and Mahyr spoke, as she could
see at distance, somebody missing on his lost world and said:
Dark and cold night, you´re looking at horizon. You feel deep pain, missing so much
your distant world.
Awake brothers! There´s always other chance of regress
Mahyr
Note: I suppose that was a warning, at the end of the message that has right address at this moment.
Margarida
03 - Elementary school is up and repetition too
In the course of the man´s bloody road on the earth, victims and executioners saw
each other, a lot of times, like tools of changes. Every time and then, one or other tumbled

before suffering incited by rebellion and lied down their forehead on soil ceasing once and for
all, before superior Force that runs all the Beings´lives.
Constantinople was born of ashes of fratricidal wars, and can desappear by same way.
Turks and Ottomans struggle as crazy ones and lost lots of opportunities for changing
and getting back to the Light.
Babylon with their beautiful suspended gardens, certainly one of the most impressive
sights in the world didn't survive with creatures' madness for temporal power.
Rome was set on fire for pleasure of great tyrant.
All cultural and artistic treasures tumble before huge unbalanced of human minds.
The inferior waves of their thoughts and actions of disorders remained in the
psychosphere for milleniums, producing suitable atmosphere for formation and
overblow ofpestilential microorganisms which have decimated the whole population.
Thousands of creatures have failed when huge plagues have devastated the world.
Diseases increased quickly and the human mind didn´t get any healing at all.
The unbalance of sick spirits goes ahead expelling bad and destructive harmful load on
atmosphere where they live. Only fire can destroy forever heavy inheritance of atmosphere
polluted.
Clouds of pestilential microorganisms wander on terrestrial atmosphere. They´re
attracked by human inferior vibration, imposing them painful suffering, showing up as
several diseases attacking physical body and Science can´t find out any healing, once
the cure comes across respect and practice of God´s Laws, stamped, neglected and
disrespected all that time by creatures.
All prepotent and dominat civilization that stay at costs of neighbor's blood, contributing
to their own extinction, continue at fall. Only Love is indestructible and eternal.
All earthy events, at vibratory plans are under Jesus' command, who leads his sheeps
to Mister´home.
All incarnations under His influence seek the creatures' growth and of the Planet too.
Time is up to rebels souls and repetent in mistakes on the terrestrial School.
The Elementary school is up and repetition no longer is allowed.
Only those graduated by School of Fraternity and Love stay at School of New Land.
CHAPTER 7 - THE GREAT CATASTROPHE
As you know the crowd however believe free and able to do whatever want, actually,
every day, their animal instincts become more slaved andalso easy capture for power of evil.
Loving children, dear brothers, awake! Times is up and in each fall or unvigilance,
more and more you´re arressted by horrendous intrigues of darkness.
Nicodemus
01 - Unstable times – Floods
I went into a tunnel of time and I can see thousands of ships around earth. That´s
flood time of flood.
Right against me appears man dressing in white tunic with blue hems; he has brune
skin, long beard and gesticulates to me follow him. At some moment, he pulls a curtain that
appeared in front of me but I´m not sure how and where from.
Then appears a scene and I take part in it, in a poor village of primitive houses, ground
without pavement, humble people here and there, everything like poor villages today.

The place seemed a free market, where birds, utensils and domestic animals were sold
or even exchanged. Everything was a big disorder.
Within a hangar was a young man with his eyes closed and seemed in meditation.
When opened his eyes, he ran outside faster among people speaking they should change
and believe in near end of times, and they should build a big boat where could survive. But
all the people laughed at and made fun of him, likely thinking he was crazy or fanatic.
Thereupon, I see a big hangar when they began building the boat, and when it was
nearly ready, it was already old.
The people stay laughing at his ideas, but he goes on alerting them that, when the boat
was closed nobody else could enter, because wouldn´t be possible open it anymore.
Thereupon that scene, the old man leads me to visit the other place, where there was a
different tribe whose inhabitants were white and also overanxious on the future.
We left that place to other area where lived an indigenous tribe that also preached
among their inhabitants same idea on flood.(as we can see, the warnings were given in
several parts all over the world, as happens nowadays).
When they wento into the boat and closed it, living there in for several months,
suffering mockery of the people, then the rain began, at first rare and later on with larger
volume and waters arose quickly, swallowing all the places over there. The landscape was
quite modified and where had land, life, vegetation and animals, everything was only water.
At the beginning, in several earthy parts, masses of people running away, going up
hills, entering into caves, but everything without success, because waters had already
covered everything, and only survived who were inside the big boat.
02 - Noe´s speech
I hear somebody speaking:
In olden times, when the Planet hadn´t its geography stable yet, but already inhabited
in several parts with intelligent tribes, there was a great shock and geographical change,
when waters flooded great continents and also brought others to surface.
The people of that time were forewarned, but few ones have believed.
All the events that bring great transformation to the Planet ever announces previously
to their inhabitants. However, keeping little faith, most have succumbed. So it´s and will be
until they change once and for all, keeping faith in God and following the Largest and
Unalterable Law that leads and upholds in harmony all the Universes.
Those who should write about the Jesus´life and words, they have done it with pure
hearts. Everything have been done according to their possibilities as embodied people,
arrested in meat cocoon that darken senses and mind.
They have done their best defending the Truth by their initial purity.
Those arrived later on, who should solidify the sublime lessons, spreading them out
like seeds of light in people´s hearts, unhappily were taken by Darkness tireless on the earth.
They went down to matter with promises of work and, once involved with it, they gave
flow to their inferior instincts which subdued and numbed their senses.
The sublime messages stay entire for whom “have eyes, can see and ears, can hear "
Noe
03 – yesterday Noe; today traitor Iscariotes

I see Noe again saying he had been Traitor Iscariottes. At that mixed up moment, I ask
explanation to Master Shama Hare, I don't want wander on revelation of a such importance.
Afterwards I see Master Jesus, so human at Hill of Olive trees. Traitor Iscariotes sleeps
and Jesus looks over him, as the former one was free while sleeping and his spirit also free
could understand better that context now. Master Jesus approaches to discourage him about
his unhappy project, explaining it to him.
Master Shama Hare speaks:
“We need recall his history and help his awakening. Noe´image that speaks to you is
from Akashic Registers."
I feel overanxious and ask:
Q – Did he already awake?
A - He awakes slowly and, while doing that, some friends harthen him review his
existences since creation in matter, passing by several Nature kingdoms until the man and,
thence to disastrous and last incarnation that led him slept for centuries.
Q – Do you mean he will be quite awoke? Didn´t he already awake times ago?
A - when he awoke of his millenarian sleep, by himself, he was subdued by Friends
and Technicians to travel his journay crossing by kingdoms up to now.
Shama Hare
Note: Read divulgation nr. 33 through the site: www.extraseintras.com.br
CHAPTER 8 - LEMURIA
... It depends on the own man takes as standard of image and similarity with energy
which represent the rightest choice, but for it, he must have renounced the opposite one.
No creature in this Planet can, by any reason, comply with a request of both energies
at the same time. Only those taken by vanity, pride and selfishness think be able to hug light
and darkness at the same time or even living in darkness but dressing in light when so wants.
Rama Schaim
01 - Master Ramatis in Lemuria
The giantic animals on terrestrial surface disappear and human life blooms. There´re
still animals of great size, however the man already knows how defend his reasoning might.
A group of exiled and also evolved spirits arrive at earth, by sacrificial mission,
so that encourage the Planet and its youth humanity. They´re pioneers of future races,
the first evolved civilization. Big metropolis are settled down and the promised Life blooms.
Lemuria ascends up fastly. In few hundreds of years, the technology advances and
genetics expands as new light of progress. The laughter is huge and vanity subdues.
I walk among mists and Mahyr tells me to calm down. Buildings appear, maybe made
of crystal. Blue tones or light green. High buildings are by-passed by transparent cylinders.
The transport slide on the ground and I go into a temple, afterwards going up a superb
staircase accessing giantic doors. Everything built of very beautiful crystal or even similar that
I don't know. There´s a large living room with an statue shined with soft light involving it. Her
face recalls Master Ramatis, because strong emotion involves me. I lose my temper for some
minutes and I beg pardon due to my weakness.
The whole scenario, city dead and extinguished today, but alive at that instant,
projected to me by Master Ramatis's powerful mind.

Thereupon I was feeling better, I enter into santuary, big temple, with enormous cupola
of crystal that allows entrance of soft light. Everything are Light and Peace. There one pulpit
and only two statues overby but unknown to me. By one side there is an exit overlooking the
garden. By outside, the sun heats the small flowery garden, where there are flowers and birds
that I have never seen them.
At that moment, I felt very unreal the loving Master's Ramatis energy.
02 –Ramatis´ loving words
Overby in that sanctuary built by evolved minds for improvement of Planet and its
people, I fixed my thoughts encouraging some pupils to the progress and offer my hand of
fraternity to the youth Planet.
Dear pupils, I´m Ramatis as you know me, and thus I stay in your hearts.
Keep you on by-path of progress and work that redeems. Many characters that will
parade before attentive eyes of spiritualistic mediums, will be yourselves, in olden times,
when you have lived calmly the fast moments of changes that you should have faced them. At
that time, you´re primitive creatures, as well as the others ones, and you travelled on this
Planet, the renovating that upholds you in the rows of Light today.
Yesterday, you planted the evil. Today you sow Light. Go on, because time is up and
life urges changes and work. Let us return.
Ramatis
03 – The macabre experiments
It appears right against of me a big waterfall that makes spume while touching the
surface of large lake of transparent waters.
That pleasant place have bucolic bridges, birds sing and leafy trees surroundings,
where men and women rest soon after performing their tasks daily and children play very
happy.
We arrived at modern building, very high linked with other one equivalent.
There´s something strange around it, despite of similiarity of desing among them. We
went into its interior that seems an beauty center, but unlike those we have today. Women
and men enter there in and go out younger with unlike colour of skin and hair, and moreover,
so happy that, every time and then is even hardly possible recognize them.
At the bottoms, there´s a door, where I break through it and go down by elevator.
There in, I see macabre and shocking experiments with human beings. There´re several open
bodies. Women, men and children there in, as survivors prisoners of diabolical minds used for
scientific researches, as they were animals. Some substances are injected on their bodies, so
that reactions of changes. Everything are cleaned up, clear and without any sound. We can
see only image of pain in those unhappy creatures.
There´re pregnant women with their bellies opened and fetuses placed for macabre
experiments. My stomach aches and I nearly vomit. Everybody were in trials there in.
04 - Master Ramatis speaks again
The declined creatures of several Planets, don´t take advantage of chance of life
through the work and walk by dark roads of death and shady life.

They sow terror, supply vanity, pride and prepotency of poor human ones, constituting
black links of darkness.
Those experiments led Lemuria to vertiginous great fall, as well as it was its ascension.
That mankind , withstanding the laws of progress, not accepting the aging of their
bodies and subdued, limitless , to abuses of scientific and genetic researches, that could give
them younger bodies and longevity. “The youth's source” is gotten by "superior spirits" that
already overcame all meanness of matter, mundane pleasures and unhealthy affection.
Only, in so far as the spirit ascends up more and more at evolutionary scale, he can
reach his so desirable “ youth's source" and when get it, no longer it makes the smallest
sense for him, because is important only spread love among creatures, God´s daughters, all
sisters, connections since origin of creation.
We´re all brothers. That´s what all human creature must understand and, if we
make suffer a brother, we´ll live same bitterness and pains, as well as we have done
with him. Only this way, they can clean up the nuptial garments, as our loving Jesus said.
The being's bright garments that transcends over materiality make him younger to his
convenience. The evolved spirit can show up with shapes he wants.
The macabre experiments accomplished with own human brothers and alive beings
have provoked fall of many civilizations that supposed to be untouchable and solid.
The fratricidal wars hide pride and the human beings' presumption wanting be gods,
even before they have been men.
All the human institutions based on greed, pride, presumption, prejudice, corruption,
violence, in transformation of salutary energy to harmful ones, they must fail.
It isn´t enough state as brother in humanity; it needs act as such, indeed.
The social and economical differences ever took place at inferior Planets, but if man
walked on the road of the good, the trail of thorns could be interrupted at short distance.
During all the terrestrial Eras, the man chose the road of destruction and dominion. Up
to now, when he crosses the planetary borderlines, the same poor feelings of dominion at his
heart, lead him to the fall again.
But Time of Enough has arrived. We hope the darkness make usage of the last
minute of their banquet on this Planet, because no longer they´ll raise up flight of destruction,
when leave for other place and can receive back, by Law of Action and Reaction what had
sowed during their poor existence.
Bitter bloody tears spread at nights of future Eras got by fire at Time and Eternity.
Only Magnanimous and Fair Father can follow unhappy creatures in exile chosen,
because not even their guardians have permission for doing that.
They´ll only rest when allowed by souls that also have failed, nevertheless more
evolved brothers who visit them by mission trips of help and explanation.
Father is Fair and Loving and his justice is impacable.
You´re today what didn't want yesterday, and tomorrow what you want today.
Jesus is the road, the Guardian of all terraqueous, loving souls who follows his flock
with unconditional love and always until the last sheep go back to Father's House.
Jesus is Light. Safe light at dark nights.
Ramatis
05 – The Empire Fall
Thereupon the Fall of great empire of Lemuria, the exiled were spread out throughout
the world and thence appeared several races.Then increases crowd on the Planet.

While the man travels hard roads on the earth, at astral, new civilization are constituted
and planned for future arrival. Life still so primitive should receive new pulse of progress.
Times runs fastly while the man struggles for survival.
The mentors await in due time for new civilization´s arrival, hopeful of great pulse on
the New Land.
Jesus, everything drives and, at each interval between one and other incarnation, the
Mentors encourage thos rebels spirits for practicing peace.
Life goes on. The Planet still suffers several geological tremors , as well as lands and
seas still are unbalanced. Each individual little knows beyond of his old eyes can see.
06 – Survivors Lemuria spread all over the world
Lemuria tumbles together with majority of its crowd that move away, for constitution of
main roots of people all over the world.
That was a new opportunity of growth for those who had tumbled due to inferior
instincts worshipped for milleniums.
Small groups of lemurian race, who believed in Forces of Light, didn't perish and
were bound for underground, at nascent cities, that already shined like them. (at that
moment of communication, I hear the names: Shambala and Letha, intraterrestrial cities).
The sun shone over that small group of brothers that have ascended up, overbearing
own instincts and dense mass existent up to now.
CHAPTER 9 - ATLANTIS
All the creatures are connected among themselves.
The beginning of life encourages bodies pass by all them, as only one thread, driving
the life-web.
Each one who awakes means a light at terrestrial darkness, lighting those who still lie
down in coldness of darkness.
Rampa
01 - Thus appears Atlantis.
The human beings' life goes on slowly, full of progress and mistakes too. For improving
the development at physical plan, the Evolved Civilizations come bringing new know-how
spreading them how Larger Planning. They answer for divulgation and contribute for moral
and spiritual progress of declined spirits, at evolution phase still primitive.
Thus appears Atlantis.
Thereupon the bankruptcy of Lemuria, one new continent appears, recently-emerged,
where some people of Lemura migrated and began buiding Atlantis.
The planning of sidereal technicians was so that, the new civilization should bring
progress and prepare the soil fixing the good seeds for awakening of primary consciences.
Several evolved spirits have embodied there in, bringing marks of love and spread
them through the cult of only one God. Also others declined spirits of high inteligence, but of
moral doubtful had embodied there in for modifying themselves.
Other spirits, guardians, followed them up closely, for drive them better towards the
fast moral and evolutional refinement. The technological progress arrived there in quickly too.

The Extraterrestrials had free contact with similar civilizations based on science
and technology. But those ones, whose negative habits still vibrated louder in their souls,
they began disputing temporary power, enchanted by material pleasures.
The priests were separated and thence began the cult to darkness, satanic
practice, bloody rituals and manipulation of genetic for less worthy purposes.
Those evolved brothers of high spheres who had good exchange, bringing news
of advanced science and ever seeking spiritual growth collective, they moved away.
The inferior actions and cults to darkness have created dense magnetic field
around that bright civilization, moving the starry friends away.
Few inhabitants stayed loyal with only one God and for the Good.
The crowd overanxious let be taken by temporary goods, cult to shapes, longevite and
genetic progress in creation of bodies. Unhappily, Atlantis falls faster.
There was several callings of alert from High, so that they could go back to main
objective, drawn by superior brothers, for becoming Spotlights and spread over the earth.
However, the hideousness of evil have fairly conquered weak creatures still deeply rooted in
bad habits of olden times, in other Planets have fallen again.
Atlantis kept the treasure of know-how that would be spread on the terrestrial surface,
by exchange of people, and still answered for constitute matrix race of redeeming progress,
leading the future races to scientific, moral and spiritual progress.
By disappearance of Atlantis, the damage and consequent delay to mankind was
around thousands of years. Any other civilization that appeared has received a such duty.
The development of genetic engineering, practice uncontrolled and also cults of
satanic rituals had guilty for its quite destruction.
Referring to technology, they advanced more than any other on the earth.
02 - Atlantis, evolved civilization submerges
They have built spaceships and visited other extraterrestrial civilizations. Some
scientists of Atlantis, helped by those foreign people, brought new scientific
resources. They have extensive practice in materialization and dematerialization of
bodies without damage alive matter.
The priests made exchange with evolved Beings and brought spring of spiritual
progress and great know-how on spirit and pluridimensional life.
The “Divine Enough!” was given, when the hideous crimes and aberrations
became routine among them and, also the cult to Serpent of Evil was gave out.
All the inhabitants were informed, somewhat, about the near end of that decadent
civilization. But as happens now, few ones believed in warnings received.
Who believed in warnings and followed the dictates spreached from High, they put
themselves at superior mental-spiritual thought and were helped and safe, in agreement with
their evolutionary level and karmic wortiness, thus left the Continent before the hecatombs.
That mankind have lived terror days, rebels with Divine Laws. Violent cataclysms took
place destroying the whole cities.
The high technology as well as the advanced scientific know-how were good for
nothing, due to revolt of nature and fury of its elements. Earthquakes and seaquakes
reached Atlantis and made it submerge down.
Not even "Black Magic" could overbear the nature, uncontrolled, and before despair
and pain collective, Atlantis has disappeared, leaving no visible mark to future civilization.

Some of you who read these words, have lived over there and still are anchored on the
earth these days of final transformation. You´re some of those rebels that withstood the
sowing ofsuperior virtues, which should ascend up and lead the spirit to highest Spheres.
Thus you have been over there and declined again.
Now, be bearers of warnings on urgent changes of whom still are awareness and far
from progress road.
Now, be fishermen of souls marked in your spirits by Master Jesus.
At Atlantis´heart, marks of past still keep alive, after milleniums. Most people are
embodied now for great evolutional jump refused at initial phase on the earth.
New civilizations appear on the earth executing orders and bring peace and
progress to the inhabitants, connected by conscious awakening of fraternity and love.
No longer, they´ll tumble as before, because, once and for all, their spirits are
modified through transformer suffering and then recognize all beings as brothers,
children of same Loving Father who leads all his creation.
I don't know if I was led there in indeed or it was a film, not Atlantis full of life, but only
its ruins at bottom of ocean, of a civilization created for making progress and encourage the
Planet and its people towards the evolutionary way, with smaller level of destruction and
violence, but unhappily didn't take place.
I see a temple in ruins with romane characteristics. I enter into a living room half
destroyed, there´s an altar made of stone and one crystal fixed in its stem. It´s green and
shines so much like one heart that still wants pressing.
03 – Atlantis should disappear without suffering
The people of Atlantis have suffered the corrective changes due to disobedience with
Divine Laws. Once the Planet still suffered huge geographical changes, this people have
picked by unexpected way the results of their destructive actions.
That continent should disappear in the future, because earth wasn´t placed
geologically yet, but everything should happen so natural. The people should be transferred
naturally to other continents, as it was planned by High, for transmitting their advanced knowhow to other races that had already began the evolutionary journay on the earth.
Those who have believed in warnings, they´re transferred, gradually, to other areas,
other continents for evolutionary refinement on the New Land. Some, whose spiritual
evolution already allowed were led to underground advanced cities.
Some people of Atlantis went to Septentrional Africa, where would be pioneers
of Pharaonic Dynasty Egyptian.
Advanced people on technology and moral aspects have created and developed secret
codes of communication and transmission on their culture, only for those syntonized by love.
Thus through spiritually evolved creatures, their advises and teaching were performed in the
course of time, without any distortion.
They have built giantic pyramids, with large area on the surface and equivalent
at underground atmosphere, where kept secrets codified on their history and people;
secrets of advanced science they brought and should be known for few ones.
They built long tunnels by-passing large constructions, but unknown by this
mankind up to now.
Through the cults and occultism sects of Old Egypt, some clerics who have
developed extraphysical power, could visit some of mentioned cameras, not at dense

material body, but at subtile level. They had deciphered small parts of codes kept
there in, which should be acessed and known only by inhabitants of New Land.
Some fews Pharaohs that have been subdued to hard initiatory trainings, they
also could visit occult cameras, however without deciphering their secrets, even that
lots of those Pharaohs native of Atlantis arrived over there.
Akenatom, son of sun, took part of that select group that knew and has visited the
secret constructions of Atlantis. He could have deciphered them partly, but has involved by a
intrigue of clerics that worshipped Moloc and involved him in black magic, thence he hadn´t
moral and spiritual forces to become untied.
While the mysteries were kept inside the temples, the black magic spread among
people who took it as tool able to solve all their domestic battles.
Many evolved brothers incarnated in Old Egypt and, even without discovering and
decode all mysteries left by people of Atlantis, they already brought with themselves energy
and enough know-how giving new pulse to the mankind .
Arts, Painting and Music existent at that time showed all culture and progress existent.
They should stop worshipping cold gods, but only one God. But once again, the humam being
didn't surpass his own wild animal and thus falls again.
The priests and priestesses had know-how and extrasensory power, but refused to
open the doors of temple to people, according to large purpose of spirituality. They didn´t
banished slavery, because considered slaves as inferior human specie.
Once again, only few select groups were able to give the evolutionary jump and set
free of painful karmic reincarnation.
Old Egypt had overflew on luxury and wealth. The Superior Spirits and Extraterrestrials
that had embodied there in, they carried out their duties together with people of first-class.
However, with regard the people protected by them, have failed hardly, led them not
intentionly to precarious situation, but provoking dinamization of their evolutionary inferior
potential, falling in abysses and creating other future pains.
Egypt was brightness and fall of important races that should have built solid basis
moral among people so that face future events.
The people of Atlantis who have escaped of hecatombs spread in some points of
the Planet, where built pyramids, planted their history and also left advanced knowhow of technology for those who were able to decipher them.
Many you of GESJ present here have lived in Old Egypt, in karmic process, because
you had lot of opportunities of acquaintanceship with evolved beings.
Many were the changes, but only few among you awoke when lived Sublime Pilgrim.
The ordinary man search complex formulas for moving ahead through the evolutionary
road, but forgets the most perfect one among all the men, he was simple creature among the
people and practiced the most natural Law of Evolution: Love
Love is everything, without love there´s nothing, Creator nor creatures, only darkness.
04 - Atlantis lost of my dreams
I have lived in Atlantis and didin´t appreacite the liberating force existent over there.
As a declined and weak spirit, I threw myself into darkness, awakening under Master
Ramatis´ wise glance and Jesus' pulse.
Ramatis has helped me.
Jesus, Divine Friend awokes my desire of living, then I went towards the Light.

Jesus, sweet Light who means my way of life.
Atlantis lost, I keep it in my dreams.
Connected with Light, they travel the space. Anchored by pain, the terrestrial creatures
move slow and hardly on the mud.
Light shows up inviting everybody in awakening for love that joins all the creatures.
Creatures sisters, let be taken by Sublime Jesus´Love.
Jesus, Light who leads everybody, spour his love on those arrested by own darkness.
Rochester
05 - From disciple to Master
Atlantis, Spotlights. Paradise.
We have lived there in and, why not to say, we´re reborn to the spirit, awaking our
consciences involved for godness sake.
A small portion of land came down from sky and formed Atlantis, Golden and
wonderful Land.
Overcame the first flagellums of incarnations, when the spirit became conscious ego, I
glimpsed the Light and threw on it, anxious for let me be melt for it. It was a vain dream, once
I still would have walk too much on earthy roads, as far as l could reach the spotlight ahead.
In that Golden Land, I have got my new shape as spirit, according to patttern created
by our Father and then I chose Light. Thence my interior was lighted through the first lamp,
for my stay in the ascese.
When I began the trials of milleniums, I got in my soul, the teachings of rare beauty
supplied by superior masters.
At that time, as a rebel and declined soul, I joined with Divine, giving the first step of
regress to the lost home, where I met Sun God and, adoring it, from disciple I became master.
Today, Atlantis, the craddle of transformations of my spirit, it´s recorded in golden in
my memories, and I keep it alive in my heart, as jewel of rare beauty.
Akenaton
Note: Akenaton shows up to me as one priest of Atlantis. He has brune skin and dresses blue tunic
of long sleeves, embroidered with threads of gold, forming an arabesque. On his head there is a cloth
of same color of the tunic, but with golden drawing, reaching his shoulders.

06 – In Atlantis I began my free flight
Jesus, Divine Light, full of love welcame us, unhappy, declined and rebels spirits.
We didn't understand him. He gave us new chances and open doors for our restart.
His tender glance involved me deeply. I looked at him during all those lives, and for
Him I began my free flight.
Once having my soul already awoke in one of my incarnations in Atlantis, I could know
about his history and also planetary constitution; through much efforts and desire, I took the
flight of freedom for understanding and reach him.
Souls already free, everything thanks to him, who welcame us as children on his
beautiful Planet.
Today already transformed after getting free, under his Loving command, I endeavour
to help more and more the souls of that time.
Jesus, irradiant light of beauty, lighthouse of souls declined, we work for his love.

Nefertite
Priestess of the light
07 – I´m fugitive of Master´s Light
The awakening of conscience only happens when the spirit is ready.
I´ve lived in Atlantis but I didn't awake over there; I stayed on the road of ignorance.
I´ve lived with Masters of Light but I couldn´t uphold their Lights, then I ran away.
I´ve had new encounter with Masters and, once and for all, awoke for Light: Jesus.
Upheld by Light, I work tireless for deserving my regress to the lost house.
Jesus, loving Light, liberating force, who leads your disciples to the Mister´s house.
08 – Working for Peace
For overcoming the latent inferiority,
We became disciples of those bright Masters
who lived in Atlantis of Light,
for awakening souls sisters, lost in darkness of suffering,
trying reach the flight of freedom.
Masters of old times!
We´ll accompany them wherever they go.
On his name we try today awake souls
that still asleep in pain,
Ignoring the sun that supplies so much love
Masters of Light
For you we´re today
Working for Peace.
Rama Schaim
CHAPTER 10 - AZTECS, INCAS AND MAYAN PEOPLE
All materialization of power of evil comes before extraphysical plans, as well as the
diseases comes before forged by sick and dark thoughts, and later on the matter.
Untie your minds of revolt, strong attachment and disaffection, reducing fuel that, for
milleniums, feed creatures by bloody battles brought to physical plan, but not began in it.
Niram - Gardener of Space
01 – The nocturn sufferers of endless night
The creatures no longer divided into small human groups, but spread by several
continents, still continue their evolution and habitation on the Planet, taking turns incarnations,
dividing into groups of karmic cells that led the civilization´s road, dividing them in accordance
with specific spiritual physichological profile.
Thus Aztecs, Incas and Mayans people, native of same matrix, they´re defined by
different evolutionary species, concentrating mainly at Andean Cordillera, that was main place
of their incarnations.

The warlike people of old times were brought to earth for new opportunity of
moral-evolutional refinement. It was extracted them, the main gene in process of planetary
transfer across advanced technique. The action aimed to help modelling new bodies, on
which the spirits have free presentation of their inferior instincts. However, those
characteristics weren´t banished at all and were reintroduced slowly, after specific load of
know-how have been taken to inhabitants of those civilizations.
When they have gotten enough intelligence, able to process the know-how transmitted
by High, then could avoid their primitive instincts, taming them and grow up.
The new introduction of dense energy contents in humans didn't happen, before the
first men could receive genes supressed in the past. Even so, and with all the preparation
before reincarnation, lots of people have succumbed, spreading uncontrolled harmful load,
across bad actions of satanic cults, without increasing their understanding on Divine Love.
To the thick layer of terrestrial miasmas, it was associated the dense load of spiritual
genetic, thus making them return more to material values than spiritual ones.
Their falls took place at the same time for uncontrolled liberation of their instincts, even
though the know-how of other existences, in distant Orbes and those got on the earth have
put them far above lots of human groups.
Those who came for becoming "angels", they got "demon's power" for easy
manifestation on the matter.
How much blood spilled!
How many immolated and mutilated creatures!
How many youths killed in their innocence and purity. Crimes recorded and
marked on bodies of executioners and victims, petrified of hate and revenge.
Today are spread, emboding here and there draining the pus of their sick spirits.
The Inca priests, Mayan scientists and Aztec philosophers, all they were spirits bound
for getting keys of renovation and spiritual ascension for their people, but on the contrary,
they locked them the doors, leaving them without the necessary vision while walking.
Wizards, magus, witches and mediocre ogres of that time are spread throughout the
world, accompanied by countless poor and crazy creatures.
The human beings never will be able to face the Largest Law, making to prevail their
insignificant desires. Only the force of renouncement and submission can allow you see the
road, several times hardly possible that you need walking, so that you can be renewed and
happy, after fighting against of your interior demons.
Go ahead trusthful, but give up idea of power and supremacy, because there´s
only All Might God. Who moves forward against of own forces and laws tumble hardly,
exposing in by-path of declined, nocturnal sufferers of terrible endless night.
Commander Yuri
02 – Attacks of Darkness
Inca, Mayan and Aztecs have materialized millenarian know-how brought after taking
long preparation and treatment, when decided to meet on the earth, valueting the know-how
acquired, without abandon the spiritual aspects.
Thus during the preparation before incarnation, they received those characteristics that
would make easy their communication with astral world. Thereupon embodied,a large number
of extrasensory creatures allowed finally, through their moral mistakes, the communication of
beings less developed that approached furtively, seducing the weak minds through useless
promises of prestige, profits and pleasures.

None of those civilizations avoided attacks of darkness. The three races have failed in
their evolutionary way, whose purpose was transmit the beautiful spirits´teachings on matter.
The Celtic people, survivors of those people, unhappy with facts, they decided continue
the noble purpose, and then were chosen for giving continuity to the work.
03 – The Inca´s fall. Origin of vampires
I see a ritual of sacrifices. A priest richly dressed in navy blue velvet, leans over a little
child frightened lied on a stone bed right against of him.
He lifts the arms up, holding a sharp dagger with both hands. He raises the head and
says strange words and gives a mortal blow on the child's chest, who dies quickly.
After having visible effort, he removes the child´s heart and eats it still warm and
swamped of blood that flows off and sprinkle on the whole place.
I see at astral plan, after finishing that macabre ritual and satiated the hunger of that
"unfolded being" as priest, other smaller vampires approached sucking the remainder bloody
energy. They have whitish forms, small and humpback bodies like dwarfs with wings and
forehead of bats.
All they sleep deeply. Then a group of warlike men appear furtively. They attack the
city, invading streets and constructions, murdering people without mercy. Some try running
away , but there´re so many invaders that pursue everybody. By their religious fanaticism ,
they believed to be protecting the earth against of demon. The survivors were few ones.
On the other side of life, the overanxious vampires are saciated by morbidous blood
spilled full with energies of fear and hate.
The Inca people fall. Thence, disappear a people able to build the largest engineering
works, but unable to solve the simplest spiritual and moral subjects of renovation.
04 – The Aztecs people´s fall
The Inca people were defeated and the Aztecs people fall. They were surpassed by
strange civilizations, renouncing their culture and know-how of advanced mathematics. Both
civilizations are considered as inferior ones, on account of their practice of religious rituals.
For those ancient civilizations, what seemed their safe road became own destruction.
Even before quite destruction, as disembodied spirits, the creatures belonging the both
groups - Inca and Aztecs – together searched ways for redeeming their spiritual past, when
got back to matter. But no longer, they got from superior instructors and sidereal engineers,
any authorization for a such redeem.
Then, they began wandering at immaterial plan seeking individual opportunities of
manifestation. Many found out the chance through the priesthood. They embodied in other
civilizations and over the next centuries, they gave their contribution for bringing know-how
received from High, free of spiritual plan to material one.
Many peope have embodied in Egypt, Sumeria and Qatar. They went up and down
rivers and spread their forces throughout terrestrial battles daily. The Moor and Celtic people,
as well the other ones, they received rich know-how brought by old priests.
Up to now, some survivors of those times wander among you, in Homeland Brazil.

CHAPTER 11 - DOMINION OVER THE PEOPLE
Give up mercenary dictates of your idolatrous ego and bend your forehead before
signs arrived; they´re lights blinking and pointing out you need keep on alert as times go.
Seek understanding about the last hour lived by your mankind, and accept the obvious.
Ais-lam of Alpha and Centaurus.
01- French Revolution and its effects
The French Revolution awoke the inferior instinct latent in creatures. What could be a
peaceful transition became a sanguinary aberration, personal battles and balance accounts
between disembodied and embodied spirits.
The human being's abasement takes great proportion, suffocating the scream of
Freedom, Equality and Fraternity. Spirits that had faced during milleniuns of years, they didn't
overcome the misunderstandings towards the collective purpose. Selfishness and pride ever
accompany the man´s mind and ctions.
Once overcame the first times, when revolutionaries took the government , poverty
devastated all over the continent, and under strong pressure and conspiracies, they rise up
again as powerful nation. However their moral base were shaken, for disfiguring the basic and
superior principles of transformation - Freedom, Equality and Fraternity - that still are hoisted,
without propulsory force of liberating truth.
They just stay as symbol of prepotency and power.
France lost great chance to throw as moral and spiritual pillar for awakening of
minds. It changed its course and became lost by libertinism, prejudice and pride.
At the present time, it´s a rich nation on the world, however, internally, its moral
wounds aren´t supplanted by heroic effort of some artists, scientists and philosophers.
The uncontrolled sexual freedom and aberration, abortions already vulgarized,
brought unbalances difficult to be normalized during time foreseen for planetary cycle.
The colonies of help at astral plan increase and Evolved Educators try changing the
course deviated of terrestrial journay, without reaching most persons.
The triple symbol became lost and weak on account of deviations of human character.
Even Spiritism with its origins over there, didn't get throw deep roots, due to their
superior character, moral and spiritual, they didn't find out fertile land for implanting in hearts,
already quite polluted and infected by mistakes.There wasn´t enough tameness, humility or
willingness on French people´minds, able to uphold them as spiritual barn on the Planet.
Their proud minds, only had belicose power elevated them up as dominant and
important nation on the Orbe.They saw Spiritism just as banal pastime.
The Spiritualistic Doctrine was introduced on the world, through sacrificial forces of
followers, because the human people bound for that mission, didn't accept so sublime and
evolved teachings. Once again mankind turn backs to spiritual progress, preferring the
animal matter.
The effective planetary chaos exists, exactly on account of men's refusal of
changing their heavy and material feelings towards the Spirit´s immaterial sublimity:
Get free of wild Beasts and throw themselves for superior Host.
They don't overcome the own inferiority and searching Light.
"Freedom, Equality and Fraternity". Few ones have understood their force and still
work for awaking fallen asleep of ignorant minds.

France has huge negative karme with Planet; in the course of history, it has giving its
contribution for planetary devastation and suply abysmal redoubts with brothers´ blood.
Its territory needs be cauterized and sterilized for New Land. Thus it will disappear.
All the civilizations must contribute to planetary progress, but human beings inhabiting
the earth behave as birds of prey, enjoying by all the means, without any contribution to their
moral and spiritual development and survival.
02 - France
That people bound for becoming the cradle of human civilization, they have neglected
their task, becoming inebriated by transitory sense of power.
Napoleon, who was born with a view to settle down strong barrier against of progress
of retrograde forces, he own had succumbed to the longings of that time, submitting deadly to
the desires of the matter.
As intermediary prepared for performing a great enterprise, he suffered deep attacks
on his spiritual structure, due to attract by himself necessary condition of exchange between
physical and spiritual world, by positive and permanent way.
Napoleon had his body dilacerated and hardly disturbed by pains, for neglecting his
spiritual duties, according to his “karmic program”, because straying of mankind 's itinerary
redeemer, he attracted his own strong unbalance.
Still alive, but kept at distance of beings with who he had contract of positive leadership
in earthy works, he became easy object for those who did the utmost for confronting Divine
Force. Once lost the chance of renovation, he became lost and died before the time
foreseen.
The sense of all energy sent by High, for increment of Father's Mercy hadn´t purpose
of temporal power, dominion of France, but develop people able to value spiritual aspects
and also avoid growth and spread ideas relative only on matter aspect, that according to
Sidereal Engineers´observance, already were embryonic, growing slowly, but on and on.
By worship, loving feelings and philosophical thoughts, his mission was cultivate
humanitarian ideals that coud install strong antagonism to the uncontrolled industrial world,
planned, developed and implanted by scientists also partners of that unbalanced minds.
When, through their own history, the mankind surrendered to the approval of knowhow acquired and led dangerously by dark roads of material illusion, the Sidereal Engineering
always on alert, operating energies and performances able to go down, among men, the real
sense of spiritual life, they offered to that group of french beings historically together, chance
for knowing and using as tools, the evolutionary energy for encouraging their own growth.
Nowadays, the same thing happens across efforts of terrestrial, extraterrestrial,
Intraterrestrial and Humans disembodied spirits, specialized beings that seek you, not for
inciting inconsequent panic, but record in your conscience, the last opportunity of renovation
and the spiritual qualitative jump that you can give now.
At that time, our plans were quite destroyed, because those bound for working, they
have involved with treacherous schemes of political power and led by temporal vanity.
By our side, we were present all the time, inciting him for construction and unification of
thoughts for constitution of only one people, without borderlines, led by only one govern,
sovereign in moral attitude, balanced enough to absorb from High, the principles necessary
for his govern. The sad end made us deviate our load of extra spiritual energy granted for

working out of his task, before became larger his spiritual debts. Thus that being stood with
his energies and net of obscure and intrigued connections that established use of his free will.
So it was and will be always. Only those well prepared for sacrificial work,
renouncement and to do ones´s good, they deserve receive strong vibration from High for
facing the retrograde forces.
At last, our presence no longer was necessary, as it happens now and also gave up
sources of many human groups for receiving and upkeep energies on the earth.
03 – Confucius and China
We greet you on behalf of Light!
Much Peace for you.
Brothers, the history on terrestrial mankind describes a tortuous road. For several
moments, Divine Providence threw edifying lights by science, Arts and Literature.
Those minds prepared have embodied bringing in their luggage of know-how minutely
selected to be add to the emergent intellectuality. In the course of time, Pytaghoras, Hermes,
Dant and Michelangel, among many others, they moved forward on the primary human
thought, grafting them the genes of evolved spirits, through their evolved thoughts.
Confucius´wife, original of Venus, she was so evolved woman and over the next
vibratory descent, she has lived until could embody on the earth.
Finally, when her valorous plans were quite accomplished, she had opportunity of
delegating evolved moral code to the chinese people, at last spread new spiritual horizons
over petrified minds in the primitive rituals.
Her performance was short as a missionary spirit, however huge, leaving her
husband strongly involved with her ideas, able to make bloom the sowing of light.
04 – The chinese people
The human nucleus, whose characteristics aren´t usualcome from two primitive races
developed on the earth, being mixed up by one part of race declined and other of planetary
one. This latter one native of coalition between two human types of different races. From that
long process have appeared the chinese people. Beings, that according to their physical
condition, have weak corporal structure, however endowed by intellectual skill able to uphold
their survival at hostile atmospheres of primitive world.
Earlier, when the chinese people were already constituted, they discovered at scarps
of Asian territory, the due place for their settlement and social progress. Their homes were
excavated into cliffs of hard access to all alive beings potentially enemies, humans or
animals.The long ropes made of lianas were used as natural elevators, allowing them the
vertical displacement among several "slumbus, the caves made on walls of steep mountains.
The high reproductive lines upheld quick growth of that foreigner people, whose
alimentary habits accompanied their home aspects based on ingestion of birds´eggs and
sprouting of bushes or even small trees developed over there.
Only for extreme need or at celebration times, lots of inhabitants, equipped with lances
and arrows go hunting, making great collective meetings at central "slumbus."
When no longer were threatened by force of prehistoric animals and had already got
technics of self-defense and corporal skills, they came down big walls of hills and began the
constitution of first Asian human nucleus on the earth.

However, despite of all efforts made by Spirituality, the mark of superiority brought by
declined people has influenced so much the constitution of basic group with characteristics of
that people, because instincts of power emerged together with bloom of evolved intelligence.
The chinese people, prepared carefully for facing adversities and supply the Orbe with
light load able to guide your mankind on the roads of fraternal love, they succumbed before
the evolved intelligence associated with desires of power and dominion. Upt to now, they still
bring unpleasant consequences to their neighbor people.
05 - Tibetan and Korean people
The Tibetan people also native of disagreements in the past, they´re encounter of
individuals belonging to original roots of miscigenation of races. Thereupon awoke, they
embodied far their orginal country, seeking study, know-how and travel roads of spiritual life.
The current Tibetan people are native of chinese people of yesterday that awoke, and
chose new road for spiritual redemption. But they left recorded in the space, their karma of
violent conquests in the past. The current submission to the Chinese command comes
redeem their karma through humiliating dominance.
Also the Korean people, in olden times, they´re separated of original matrix, walking
tortuous roads of karmical debts, that are further to drain all their energy load.
Brave and warlike group, they tried in the past, at all costs, subdue their predecessors'
thoughts, without success. Then they´ve decided for insurrection and migrated to new land,
leaving behind their huge history of conquests and know-how on Arts and workmanship of
the most varied types.
Nowadays, the martial arts represent their expression of artistic sensibility, more
sharpened than without militancy for balancing of antagonistic forces.
The Land inhabitated by those people, for its large extension, has conditioned their
inhabitants to permanent physical efforts and mental challenges for overcaming all types of
obstacles present on the road.
Also the large extension of mountain-chain have developed in the creatures, thoughts
and ideas for working out of strategies and due actions, according to needs and physical
possibilities. Thence, the great intellectual ability, allied to physical condition of heirs of
evolved builters “Extraterrestrial declined", among other ones, also exiled of other Planets.
The several techniques of fights and martial arts come from Extraterrestrials´ warlike
formation that still keeps in the spirit the combatant's strength of olden times.
The moral decadence follows the civilizations´Falls. The more evolved the people, the
more he only can jump over superior evolutionary steps, if reached at least quota of moral
evolution for upkeep of higest vibratory forces.
For nothing, human being pursues the technology that makes easy his day by
day. Only conditions of worthy and edifying moral can ascend him up besides of
animal way, giving him status and performance of superior being.
Up to now, parked and dazzled for intellectual possibilities limited of human mind, they
ignore that are ever superior the causal body, taken advantage of all the vibratory and
ascencional by force of redeeming work.
Bright minds, indigents hearts. Spirits seduced by temporal power.
06 - Russia

It´s hardly possible the man can see how slow he ascends up evolutionary steps.
If in physical matter had great transformation, at spiritual wasn´t equivalent.
Petrified by faults and rebel against God´s Laws, he travels on Jaco´stairway too slow.
The great majority of humans became lost of their spiritual family and, as separated
sheeps, they stood back more and more of the fold.
The several human races of different Planets bring inferior characteristics that struggle
for dominating the physical and astral plans and overcome their inferiority, without success.
The Russian people of violent temper inhabit inhospitable and cold areas, for balancing
their hot, violent and insensitive temper.
Their history is full of social injustices and dominance by violence. The own people
have been forced in the course of their journay. Among several incarnations, they have been
building huge and dense mesh of hard destruction, through abusive practice of black magic
that elevated and also dethroned czars and princes upholding feudal slave system, for long
period of their history. The own religions have applied much black magic for upkeep of power.
The fights took place on the matter, taming down their rebels spirits.
So that a civilization reach evolutionary degrees, it needs hard transformation of their
people towards the collective welfare, without damage for anybody.
The iron-hands of communist government took for themselves the work for implanting
equality among men, however without applying to themselves firstly.
The growth of that nation has parked material and spiritually, for not value the good
and noble feelings able to ascend up creatures, sure enough.
The immoderate violence for upkeep of government´s power, the watched freedom of
people and excessive oppression led the people for explosion of hate and violence.
The Russian people, of violent temper are being tamed across oppression and wars.
07- The Nordic people and the gangsters of the space
The Nordic people, during their descent earthwards, they received the last places and
were affected by larger rebellion.
Their arrival marked the end of species that formed the earthy people. They´re the last
ones, because evolved brothers worked them kindly trying soften their ferocity and rebellion.
Many beautiful and appeased landscapes were given them as earthy shelter.They´re
settled down at frozen climate, what should influence their belligerent and emotional temper.
The beauty and serenity of fields and forests aimed to bring them equilibrium to think,
speak and act, because the dive into matter means natural amplifier of human emotion.
The more prepared are a work team and sharped are their equipments, even so,
they´re unable to detect intensity of manifestation of physical disturbances stored by
spirit and set free when he embodies. So it has happenend with Nordic people, heirs of the
last stage vibratory descent. They arrived through reincarnation, men and women physically
strong and bound for journay on the matter; however infantile people at moral learning, that
should lead them in the new cycle of reincarnation already began.
Those brothers' bodies bound for preparation and cleanup at astral, their good usage
was so little or nothing, besides didn´t take advantage of spiritual benefits, they joined with
gangsters of space, becoming easy and effective slaves, without own will.
They attacked the other brothers who lived over there, devastating towns and villages.
They expanded in large territory, today denominated England.

Their petrified hearts impeded them enjoy the highest techniques of spiritual help,
wasting huge energy load for correcting their evolutionary route.
As it wasn´t enough, they joined with bad creatures, finding out support necessary to
move forward, more and more, above those they could meet. They moved away of the road,
violently, everything that could be obstacle to their progress.
No race has never reached or will reach quite performance of their people
building their road over ruins of other nation.
Less worthy is the behavior of that, so that accomplish as a whole, he removes
of his neigbor what he own needs. Great disturbances devastate the world due eagerness
of power. Much dominion from immoderate greed.
As we realize, there aren´t boderlines for spirits. Thus is inconceivable that beings
embodied originally in certain part of Orbe, could stay ever over there. On the contrary, the
interaction good for experiments and know-how could help their existence and evolution.
Hate endless spread over the Orbe, disrespecting Law of Love, devastating borders,
eternizing conflicts among brothers.
Old hate need be destituted of strong vibratory appeal. What to do? How to do it?
Concerned about us, we need slow down unhealthy effects and guide, so that you take
care of your works. We hope they represent strength of your work and their fruits tasty, never
mind to whom can be useful.
Natanael
08 - The planetary progress
The Planet has been hardly exploiting and only offer the basic for its survival.
While Planet agonizes, the man insists on immolating it.
The awakening collective of consciences for environmental protection, it´s not enough
for avoiding nuclear explosions, deterioration of air, pollution of rivers and seas, hard and
uncontrolled devastation of forests and moreover, the man's destruction by himself.
There´re still springs intact, true oasis, hidden by human eyes as bird of prey. Those
springs are teasures of upkeep of sap of life and the whole Planet.
Let´s love our Planet.
All the earthy civilizations contributed for formation of huge inferior abysses,
where inhabits the “Great Beast”. Her upkeep is gotten by insanity of rebels human
minds.
The strength of creatures´ uncontrolled thoughts supplies the abysmal areas.
Each conscience that awakes for mental needs of changes and behavior, he
endeavours to stay far from devilish power, after getting balance, for undoing the long
dangerous and dirt way that he own helped build.
Bothers of mine, the planetary cycle that ends won't be enough for awakening all
consciences, but planetary abyss are already at extinction phase, even if thousands of
minds still supply it.
The minds already awoke and also who are awakening now, they create inside
themselves the christic forces, able to surpass all terrestrial evil. Together they´ll draw
back the impenetrable abysses and unbalanced minds of their upkeep. By weaking their
forces, allow their journay on the other Orbe, in accordance with vibration and wortiness.
The whole Planet is overanxious before the perspective of liberation of
destructive command upholding enslaved thousands of humans.
Earth shouts for balancing and calmly awaits the moment of its freedom.

CHAPTER 12 - EVOLUTION DOESN'T GIVE JUMPS
The workers of last hour attentive at calling of redemption, not as missionaries, but as
debtors, they abandon previous mistakes by partnership with the good demanded nowadays.
However, no good is done you, if it isn´t allowed and searched by yourself. Before yes,
keep free through hard work and facing your dangerous opponents.
Nobody answers for the other one, but all answer for the whole.
Ais-lam of Alpha of Centaurus
01 – Each nature Kingdom and evolution degrees
For milleniums, the Planet has got progress as well as the several nature kingdoms.
Recently arrived from animal kingdom, the man imitates instinctive habits of hunting
and foods, using skin and meat of his inferior brother for living at inhospitable current Planet.
The animals, unconscious primitive species, they walk side by side with man passing
by evolutionary degrees. By primitive and physical-biological constitution, some inferior
brothers looks like humans' embryonic development, due to follow evolutionary line that will
raise them to human condition in the future.
The terrestrial science already knows some animal systems of formation like human
and become lost on conjecture man/animal evolution. Without accepting life at several
vibratory plans, the scientists won't discover the several mysteries relative evolution of
several nature kingdoms and their simian origin.
There is a group of thinkers that stand up human origin from monkey. That theory does
not awake in the same creatures, feeling of love for inferior animals that gave them origin.
The human beings go on with devastation and decimation of animal, vegetable and mineral
kingdoms, as if only the race human, pure and only, could survive without the several inferior
kingdoms that uphold them such as: food, clothing, work, life and so on.
There´no need, at this twenty first century, the man goes on living on animal blood.
If man could see with his soul´s eyes, the Nature around him, he would feel the
extraordinary communion of peace and balance existent there in. There´re birds which song
rises to sublime vibrations, flowers of edenic tendernes, discipline and obedience among the
beehives. Then he should draw at sad conclusion that, among all the kingdoms, his one is
the most developed but the most unbalanced too.
Thus selfish, proud and foolish creatures, who consider themselves as above all the
other irrational kingdoms, they act through the most senseless way, not taking advantage of
evolutionary opportunities for their own race and, moreover, destroy the other kingdoms too.
There´re several evotution graduations in each nature kingdom: vibratory levels
and dimensional under-plans. For each kingdom there´re superior beings leading all
the categories. From mineral to human, everything is driven by unalterable and
evolutionary Laws of progress.
If the man has Guardian angels, the other kingdoms have protector, conductor
and superior beings also belong to similar kingdom and everything involved by
Cosmical Ether, where life develops through automatic and perfect devices, because
even where there´s human interference and unbalance, the kingdom seek return its
evolutionary pulse as new possibilities of survival.
Samuel

02 – The journay of divine sparkle: from mineral to human
I watch a film at high speed, where appear amebas and unicellular forms, small
species, plants grow up, animals take giantic bodies and earth moves at high-speed. The
ferocity animal overbear the whole Planet. The forests and seas are oulined and animals
reduce of size. Everything happens synchronized, by harmonic way, giving development and
evolution condition to several kingdoms, at the same time.
The message continues:
That genetic changing from a kingdom to other by Divine Sparkle, happens through
vibratory plans too subtile, far off any negative interference for formation of new being.
On that moment, I can see a bright sphere. Is that a star? I don't know how describe it.
The message continues:
That´s the extra-physical transformer place of dynamization.
That´s the first step of evolution of Divine Sparkle that goes up other step expanding
from one to other kingdom.
It sleeps mineral and awakes up vegetal. Not ever Divine Sparkle goes from one
to other kingdom in same Planet. It travels several Planets, for trillions of years for
development, at times at physical Planet or at astral one until reaches constitutional
genetic maturity able to awake at superior kingdom.
The Divine Sparkle presses anxious for ascending up in several kingdoms. Even
unconscious, the mineral already wants awake as flower. The vegetal, more sensitive to
external atmosphere, it tries reach the Land and be thrown in the sun and travels; then it
walks through all the kingdoms, during a journay of thousands and thousands of terrestrial
years, until reach the animal kingdom that means: To dream vegetable and awake animal.
In the animal kingdom, Divine Sparkle travels a long journay of primary instints of
primitive souls: grupal, collective instinctive, skillful rational, ferocious instinctive, defensive
instinctive and lots of others until dream with man.
The evolutionary journay of Divine Sparkle is even extraordinary. It travels by each
degree of its evolution, for milleniuns, the necessary time for its subtile human constitution.
The first terrestrial people awoke in their human condition, since few hundreds
of years. Then they´re transferred to earth, for improvement in human kingdom, and
Divine Providence allowed the most evolved human ones could live together with this
mankind and travel the journay of progress.
Unhappily, the human road was traveled by more mistakes than success, and those
individuals that, from way back, have already awoke as man, and as man, they already
wanted angelicalness, they became lost in the road due to inferior deviation of soul and now,
are more animals than angels.
The most evolved man can see himself in comparision to inferior animals, he´ll
awake humble and tender, and thence leads through the good, on and on his future
and the other kingdoms, which he had traveled obliged until reach rational condition.
Evolution doesn't give jumps and nobody can deceit the largest Law of progress.
Some people travel in short time the evolutionary road depending on his constitution as
immortal spirit.
From mineral to angel Divine Sparkle sleeps in a kingdom and awakes up in
other, recording in each fimbria of soul its own constitution, that uphold it only
vibration at any superior stage.

Jesus is Divine Gardener who cultivates kindly his terrestrial garden. We´re your
protected and involved in his divine love, we go ahead towards our Father.
Samuel
03 – Once they´ll render before the Largest Law
The Good and Evil, antagonistic forces existent in each creature, at inferior
evolutionary apprenticeship, ever were present on the earth, since olden times.
The beings' inferior tendency made them think from yesterday up to now that, the Evil
can subdues everything. They forget the Superior Force that upholds life, at any vibratory
apprenticeship, from abysmal swamps to bright spheres of light.
Then upheld by larger force, the man walks struggling against himself, during several
incarnations.
The Phoenician people threw over foreigner world seeking new horizons of dominion
and trade.
Etruscs, barbaric destructors, sowed pain hardly what led themselves to fast fall.
For each civilization there´s a superior program of planetary progress, collective and
individual.
The log glass of time, ignoring the battles on the earth, it runs its journay, swallowing
centuries and milleniums of years, without waiting for any careless creature, that proceeds fall
after fall, by slow way of moral and spiritual development.
Then, it´s individual and untransferable responsibility, to extirpate the hard
wound of pride and revengeful prepotency of human hearts, at slow ascese. The Loving
Father offers the eternity to his rebels children, but his Unalterable Laws must be practiced
and recognized by all. Even those who are sowing discord in several planetarium systems,
once they´ll give up before the Supreme Larger Law.
04 - Planet Earth, Divine Laboratory
The geographical terrestrial constitution isn´t stagnated. The landscape ever changes,
with interference or not of men.
Some territories are commited and must be moved or even disappear, while others
appear even before the uprightness of the planetary axel.
I can see he United States of America, Japan, Europe and Venice.
The evolutionary dynamic runs so fast before the human´s eyes, without these ones
can see how they´re involved by instinct of material survival.
The Planet was inhabited due its latitude and longitude, becoming great universal barn.
Several creatures of different points of this solar system and other ones, arrived here
for new opportunities of evolution and growth.
The adverse people on the earth, for milleniums, they already lived forward in other
Orbe. They didn't follow the evolution of their Planet, fell in exile and led to earth during the
separation between the wheat from the tares. They´reTurkish and Ottoman, Arabs and Jews.
In vain, they try overbear each other.
The Planet Earth became Divine Laboratory of rebels spirits, repetent by faults.
The Planet is a hospital for sick spirits, a prison for rebels and freedom choise
for conscious souls known as immortal spirits.
The earth of yesterday was free route of rebels and souls repetent by mistakes.
The future Land means source of renovation for regenerating souls.

Lesson learned means new chances of progress. Lesson neglected, Divine
Mercy offers new free route in his new home.
Keep alive the Christ's Marks and work for desering inhabit on the future Planet.
05 - Spiritual colonies at astral
While earth grows also the men improve their bodies, Science develops and there is
progress on the whole material graduation.
At astral plans, the spirits gathered by vibratory affinity constitute several colonies.
There´re colonies at inferior astral, where live malefactors; colonies which negativity
frightens the lost ones surroundings. There´re large variety of colonies and inferior cities. Also
the workers of the good multiply, settling down places of help on the whole shady area, with a
view to redeem all souls to whom already shines a flash of regret.
The most evolved spirits seek their own progress while helping the neighbor. Thus
they´re setting up administrative structures of helping for declined spirits, at inferior
underworlds, helped by Superior Minds that encourage the Good under Jesus' Aegis.
Then all the embodied ones are linked to some colony at spiritual plan, at inferior
or superior graduations, according to their vibration. Even the spirits that suffer at dirt
abysmal, they have connection with superior beings that follow them in prayer and
redeem them when necessary.
In this sanitation of cycle end, the underworlds at inferior astral are empty and
extinguished. Only will stay around earth, those colonies which inhabitants' vibration are
compatible to superior one of New Land.
Nor all colonies will disappear. Those of superior vibratory degrees will stay, their
inhabitants may stay or not, but will be inhabited by others of same category working for
growth of the New Land.
The inferior astral colonies are extinguished.
The colonies of medium graduation are transported with workers to compatible worlds.
- And the constructions?
The evolved minds will mould new constructions, as were built previously. Only the
inhabitants will be transported, and the transition process takes place at all the vibratory
earthy levels.
Nothing is static. Jesus commands everything with much love
On the earth and in the sky, the beings and their constructions get on in life, but not in
inferior colonies, due to some constructions are still medieval, subdued by dangerous minds.
The larger inhabitants' evolution, the more perfect are the colonies and larger their
power and faculty of affording assistance .
06 - Your lives aren´t yours
The unhappy brothers' arrival to primitive world was considered as exile without
regress, because their poor minds lived at constant mental attitude of mistakes.
They involve in matter and forget the past time, wearing away by pain, the sad results
which have incited their fall. Since their arrival on the earth up to now, they walk civilized by
force of Law of Progress. But a such civility only refers to modern and comfortable way of life,
that abandoned the roughness lived in olden times. However, the Angelical Moral, objective of
his walk, still meets kilometers at distance from where had stopped.

The old friendly hands offer for helping them on the jump, able to reduce in short time,
long abyss built between darkness and light.
But, oh unhappiness! They don't believe us!
The forgetfulness subdues their minds and pride impedes convoke the light of
conscience, awakening the sidereal memory, the only way able to present their implacable
and untransferable reality.
Come on, brothers!
What serves so much superb for, if you can´t lean on it and reach the souls´s food?
Why so much hate and revenge desire, that only weight and moving you away more
and more of the source of life?
What does worth safety of material life for, if it´s so ephemeral stay on the matter?
Compare yourself to reality and you can realize how you´re weak creatures, children
wanting to draw back the benefactor who wishes help you in afflicted situation.
Your lives don't belong you. You have them only to ascend up from deep mistakes of
the past time.
Remove the bar covering your your eyes and enjoy the transformer vision we offer you.
You´re all force and glory of Father God.
We hope the progress doesn´t come overlate and change you into new free creatures,
loving each other, hereafter.
07 - Older brothers guiding us on the desert of ignorance
Save, brothers!
I greet you on behalf of God.
We bring you our contribution on subject mentioned during achievement of this work.
I´m Saul, from Jaco´s house representing a group of brothers that lived the early times
of human civilization, and witnessed lots of events and also got many informations which, we
consider them so important to be revealed at this present time.
Many of us know that the Mister´s angels are older brothers guiding us on desert
of ignorance. As wise people, they kept at silence, for understanding we didn´t have enough
explanation yet and wouldn´t make better usage of revelation on the Saint Angels' presence.
Many among us didin´t know nothing, and when we became disembodied spirits, so
surprised we were with program we shoud achieve and, ots of us, in that phase, could realize
the superior sense of their presence among us and so I´m one of them.
While crossing the curtain that separates the physical and spiritual life, I met Ariadne,
from Planet Venus, whose presence mixed up my thoughts; a moisture of missing and
shame. I don't remember anything else. I believe that due to her beauty and tenderness, I
have fainted and only awoke times later in strange but pleasant place, that someone told me
it was a Cologne for Regeneration during ascencional intervals. That was something as was
adapting again to the vibratory condition of my original Planet.
Oh, my God! That happy time! look at the earth and before the events of last
incarnations, state the readjustment with Laws and nearly ready to go back to my home.
All those who recover their conscience and appreciate the sweet happiness of
encounter with their connections can witness what I´m saying and would like be free of your
heavy tasks and reach a happy flight quickly.

I and lots of debtors brothers, while we´re preparing fase of quittance of debts, we
could understant that, those beings who had appeared in our dreams, guiding us lovingly and
pointing out us the road, they´re our Brothers of Stars (Extraterrestrials).
Some of them arrived near us driving their ships, "carriages of fire" as were called and
shinning in the sky; or were spectacular suns that appeared right against us, permitting us try
that untranslated heat. At times, getting angels´shape, they appeared into our dreams,
leaving us sweet impression of their presences.
We knew that even Jesus, the largest Light of our souls, he came overlate, from a very
distant star, where the worlds already overcame the shade and work as universal builders.
Ah, Brothers of mine! How many blessed know-how our closed eyes don´t allow us
appreaciate them. How much beauty existent in the huge Universe we didn´t know, because
we´re arrested by dense body of meat. Thus I came telling you: Open your soul´s eyes and
see the blessed gift of know-how arriving for you.
There´re lots of inhabited worlds. Beside you are ladies and gentlemen from distant
places get along with with you, without desire of evil nor subdue the poor and retrograde
human civilization.
There´re lots of other happier worlds than yours, where you could go into space and
visit them. Lots of worlds in regeneration and ready for welcoming you, as loving brothers
and through the fraternal reciprocity would find out the happiness of a such acquaintanceship.
Among lots of Planets, they chose you for mission of devoted and loving work, for redeeming
your primitivity and delay up to now.
Ah, Brothers! You look like our people, retrograde and blind, renouncing his friendly
presence, becoming the phenomena of your passage among us as something miraculous.
Time is up, but they didn't get the largest progress of understanding.
Open your minds, study, compare facts and events and, when you see pain on your
reality reach you, don't numb your minds with temporary pleasures. Face the hard reality
courageously, seek elevate your mind above your time and space, taking notice that space of
time is shorter in matter, and only bound for spiritual ascese, the main objective of your lives.
To the numbed ones, only depend on them the unconsciouness and inevitable exile,
because didn´t choose the road of light and know-how. Thence they travel long and tortuous
roads of ignorance until their awakening.
We go with you go into the “carriages of fire” in the sky. They´re spaceships of extra
and intraterrestrial brothers all set ready to free you of command and treacherous dominance
of matter. Let´s go ahead with us and in the near future, you´ll be back in your home, as well
as I own, understanding the reasons of lots of wars, conflicts and earthy battles.
Then, you´re invited for friendly work and you´ll find new and true sense for your lives.
I say good bye on behalf of Light!
Saul, Jaco´s house
08 – You´re a drop in the bucket
All the colonies placed in earthy astral, from inferior to superior, know the present
events of transition for planetary renewal.
The Commands of Underworlds do their utmost, so that the informations aren´t spread
by wind affecting principles of many, awakening them for giving up their powerships (in our
spiritual activities of GESJ, we talk with spirits of several classes, and lots of enimies of Light,
obsessors rebels and perverse ignore that information. When we stand out why don't believe,

they tell us that their bosses, commanders or superiors say that are ideas of crazy and lunatic
people, taking decisions and governing as they want ).
At superior plans, the work is hard, because even among those who face the spirit´s
reality, some don't accept the reality on planetary transition.
Each worker of the good aware on planetary transition, he must contribute for divulging
and awakening large number of souls.
All the terraqueous of both plans should know how wast time admiring themselves,
while has been screaming for renewal. We hope they also can realize that, from underground,
intelligent and harmless creatures offer their friendly hands for helping them for the next
crucious time. Equally, brothers extras offer, voluntarily, for helping earth and its people.
Earthy Brothers! It´s about time for you face the hard reality of yours, because you´re
involved by dark fog of pride and prejudice. Be aware for your own sake, that there´s larger
strength and superior Intelligence that commands everything.
You´re only a small a drop in the bucket. Be aware you´re so small creatures, but deserve the
Father's Love and surrender to the evidence and unalterable reality of facts.
We´re many coming from Sky and underground for helping you. Don´be afraid, just
surrender to Christ's Love and everything else come by increment of Mercy of Loving Father.
Save Jesus, the Master of the Light.
09 - Earth, cradle of life
Earth, cradle of life drived by superior Spheres for sheltering several forms of
Orbes and constellation.
From each Planet where human shapes have declined, were gotten copies of species
cultivated here that should supply the inhabitants of New House, the familiarity that upheld
their welfare and feeling of recognition and identification with new Planet.
The complot of new elements together should offer to earthy inhabitants, conditions
necessary for evolutionary refinement, through elective learning, for which their spirits were
bound for, still at phase of readjustment and purification.
For several centuries, the seeds of embryonic life, kindly cultivated, blossomed
vigorously and adapted to terrestrial plan, they could go down to physical one.
Sowed of life, only then this Planet reached the conditions necessary for declined
brothers´arrival.
When no longer exist human faults on the earth, the primitive forms are banished too,
once the Planet no longer will be at imperfect plan. Everything full of harmony with creatures
of same history, living at constant and blessed acquaintanceship by love and cooperation.
Anadaluz
Extraterrestrial of venus in mission in the planetary transition.
CHAPTER 13 - RELIGION
Universe inhabits in your mind. Everything you want, do that mobilizing strength.
You´re created and developed in accordance with progressive cosmical energies, and
that essential universality make all you brothers.
While you move forward through moral and know-how, your light ascends a degree up
and, at the same time, your propulsory force of ascension encourage who are behind you.
That happens automatically, through the association of worlds.

Azol, Extraterrestrial
01 – Peter´s house no longer subdue the crowd
No Nation stands out, develops or prospers, only for own people´s pride. Each country
receives from High, energies necessary for its development and incarnation of great avatars,
for disseminating seeds of progress among mankind 's brothers.
Lots of countries, soon after destroyed by catastrophes or wars, rised again and
became great potencies, showing up the human being's faculty of renovation, working out
and overcoming the own misfortune.
On the other hand, instead of unlocking their doors and borderlines to other nations,
throwing seeds of progress among the weakest ones, their people cultivated pride and
prepotency becoming the main objective of darkness beings that don't want their boderlines
tumbled among nations.
Italy has raised again with ashes, but as cold and indifferent nation to one´s suffering.
The japanese people stood closed inside a shell, enigmatic and inaccessible. The
whole human suffering was born from greed and pride of own human creature.
Jesus, who follows up everything, throws the luminous seeds on the Land, so that the
man could feel his Magnanimous loving presence.
Culture, Arts and Science have surpassed the borderlines and enchant friendly nations
or not, but warlike feelings have suffocated the scream of fraternity of great genius.
Italy that comprises the Central Power of Roman Catholic Church was built with lies,
subterfuges, stingy interests of power, dominance and spilled blood of sister nations. Cradle
of "Cosa Nostra", it must collapse, don´t remaining stone on stone, because the Italian people
don´t uphold a moral, spiritual and superior standard able to supplant its nascent distorted.
Popes impose norms of behavior to the people or are Machiavellian and complotters,
or don't have power for facing internal conspiration and tumble eliminated by opponents that
subreptitiously live around them.
Great compromising due to retrograde mankind , corrupting Truth and omitting several
important revelations, on account of bad behavior of powerful popes.
Italy had the greatest chance to stand out as mankind 's cradle and spread the Sublime
Verb above all the nations, but its inferior feelings have prevailed, making the italian people
prefer matter, in detriment of immortal spirit.
Nowadays, it´s a great Nation of high economical powership, but of moral doubtful, for
living attached with matter and despising the sublime spiritual talents.
Peter's house no longer can subdue the crowd, for fear of eternal punishment.
The more the Apostles, Evangelist and Christ´s followers tried uphold purity of Master
Nazareno's Evangel, the more foolishness and human unbalances didn't uphold it
Jesus and his superior Court still spread Seeds of Light on the Land encouraging the
crowd to awake their obtuse and rebels minds, once the evolution of Divine Sparkle is eternal.
The same spirits who had invaded and destroyed Babylon, they reborn in Rome and
the warlike instincts made them subdue and fall again, just as before.
02 - Religions versus Principles
Each religion brings with itself the hearwood of human desire of freedom. Each ritualist,
for its turn, represent the highest expression of condition mental of some religious group.
There´s no objective for judging each other, regard with spiritual condition. All are infantile

spirits in sacred journay of redemption and moral ascension, struggling to break metal chains
that delay your steps, in contention of uncontrolled fury of passions.
The Divine Laws hover over all them, governing in perfect harmony the emergence of
this or that, who awakes for composing the symphony of life.
While you endeavour to adapt your vibratory strips to high sense of love, you develop
skills necessary for upkeep of highest tones of chords of spiritual and universal in the future.
Look carefully your choices for this or that religious tendency and apply your critical
sense in constant evaluation on the whole execution of religious principles which you have
accepted at initial choice. Then you can avaluate how is difficult live aware and find out
challenges able to elevate you above of prejudice.
Each people have the group of religious norms developed, collectivity, in the course of
the milleniums by consecutive existences. And who, today, finds faults on rigidity or evident
primarism in religiosity alien, before already took part of that doctrinaire body, contributing
passionately to construction of precepts which you hate today.
You aren´t arrested to religions, but walk among them by common consent with
planning of incarnation of your own choose until no longer you need of collection of
rituals, dogmas, rules to vibrate your awoke consciences and thirsty of progress.
Then, you must seek coupling between inferior and superior forces and overcome by
karmical cleaning all the obstacles imposed by ignorant or rebels practices.
No longer heart consents prejudice and so crystalline as purer water, and you´ll know
you´re all brothers, going into labyrinths and going back to Father's House.
Keep patience and understanding.
Keep renouncement and resignation.
Keep love and pardon.
Those are virtues that never you could arrest by doubtful contracts of your religious
codes, because they´re universal principles and dont´t belong to any religion, but show up in
all them, at times, as marks of working out or absense of compromising.
Many were the examples you´ve received in the course of the history, and everywhere
on the Orbe that aimed to raise you above the narrow earthy vision.
No content has comprised larger lessons than that offered by Christ and gathered
through simplicity, the guidelines of fast and salutary readjustment: "Love God above
everything and the neighbor as were yourself". That contains the whole Law.
Nor larger, nor better, as you understand, the Christian religions overcome their sisters
ones. Nor larger nor best are the people, cradle of birth of countless religions existent or of
their absence as you conceive them.
It´s very important reward to who answers for your mankind 's moral progress, he
came alive to stay with you, leaving for you the Largest Guidelines recorded on the physical
ether, with a view you didn't lose them.
All who became lost , it´s enough lead Him a strong thought and sincere will for
improving his moral progress. Rare forces move their direction for complying with a request.
Anywhere on this Orbe, from surface as far as the deepest abysses, He follows all
them respectfully, helping in definitive detachment of primary cables.
The Largest commander, Master´s Masters, He is Force and Light, Sweet Friend. Our
brother is dear Jesus, who sees and does everything.
Nowadays, entangled by clammy scheme of insanities, the beings cross by-path of
spiritual renewal reaching a new side.

Earth, alive Being pressing to get free of oppressive command and executing the
Largest Law of progress.
Ramatis
03 - Responsibility of religious leaders
By mantra, I have seen some of our bodies moved to other work at different place,
scenes of our lives as powerful religious personalities, and also among some enemies ours,
followers in vile ideals at olden times, and against them we´re fighting today.
Today we clean up what we have dirtied before.
Today we fight against those that , in the past, we fed their insane desires.
Today, we neutralize the negative energy, through the work of cleanup of abysmal
areas, redeeming some of ours victms of yesterday.
Thereupon the clairvoyance, I received the following message.
The religion aims to modify the individual morally. A such modification should happen
firstly in spirit and later in matter. Then better is that religious practice that takes care of
spiritual needs.
Thus the more a doctrine is linked by strong attachment, procedures, illustrations,
symbols, rites and ceremonies, the more material becomes, and its practice reaches only
superficial layers of their followers.
On the other hand, the absence of illustrations, images, symbols and rituals, ascend
the mind by progressive exercises of detachment of material forms.
That´s because, some still need standing at physical plan; others, stand pleased with
unhealthy manipulation of occult forms. The both withstand to give up practices disadjusted
with evolved principles.
As results, we can notice the most varied forms giving place to free manifestation of
conveniences of human groups that concentrate in a human's illustration, as imperfect as the
others ones, the precious work of "collective conscience”.
To accept a such task is obligation of redemption so serious as compromising, in case
it´s not accomplished according to superior principles.
All thos who walk through by-path religious leadership, he holds over himself
the sharp lamina of his karma.
In case he carries out his purpose satisfactorily, his lamina can cut the negative
connection between his soul and the last faults. If the opportunity is neglected or treated as
vulgarism of inferior souls, then his karmical lamina reaches his head and breaks his
existence in countless pieces of puzzle, each time larger and of pieces more and more
difficult of fitting well and complete the whole.
To accept a such task, it´s more important than you can imagine, still ecstasied by long
night of dreams.
Nowadays, the leaders of several religionsare dispersed on the Orbe, in the main, they
forgot important task got for driving crowd. They spend long time on privileges and power
that had provided them position so desirable and conquered, lot of times by doubtful ways.
Before everything, a leader of spiritual doctrine ought to have a personal moral code
above the others ones, firstly rigider to himself than to his followers, to whom need treat them
respectfully and patient, realizing that, he own, didn´t overcome all his personal faults yet.
Then, it wouldn´t asked him doesn´t make a mistake. His faults means he still needs
make progress, but his behavior can´t leave doubts on his strong and constant desire to do it.

If your spiritual leaders were chosen like this, less would be their compromising with
the Largest Law and thus could improve better.
The material enrichment surpassed the spiritual one, giving out clearly to whom have
eyes can see that, who guides is blind, and thence his followers should avaluate where their
spiritual leaders could lead them.
The both ones may answer for their own duties, leaders and followers will receive the
bill of a such insanity or delinquency, inertia or negligence to inevitable duty.
Rising above the terrestrial defects and wanting correct them every minute, it depends
on the adepts follow them or not, according to criterion of their own conscience, because
each religion show up not across the doctrine on which was created for, but also and mainly,
to the followers' meeting that give them social value.
See reverence without idolatry of those deprived of memories show up nude before the
new order.
Their Gods are representatives of Forces of Nature and their Moral Code are defined
by execution of laws, according to dynamic Natural Laws.
We´re civilized in ours acting social; brushed on the surface and covered with varnish
that doesn't hide our faults before the Father's eyes.
It´s even presumption and prepotency judge yourselves as clean people, when all you
are dirty lamps. When you try clean up the alien dirty, you only darken more the surface, just
changing of place, the millenarian dust covering the glass.
Only a self-clean can remove the dirty of your bodies. The choice of products for a
such cleaning should correspond to the degree of much or little residues that you bring stored
in the course of long years.
The soft products never will remove thick peels; even though, for thin layers you don't
need of hard abrasive products.
Each religion afford assistance at exact proportion of his follower's needs, thus
depends on each person move towards the Largest Light, that shines pointing out him the
road, without allow prejudice can intervene on his walk.
While you´re searching , breath, take a bath in infinite source of renewal and Light of
Christ's Love.
04 - Disfigurement of Christian Purposes
You´re opposite of nascent Christianism.
You´re gathered in political spheres that determined the development of the Church.
Today, when falls its supporting pillars, you must be aware of giving your contribution
to the High, in upholding not the Church, but the principles that constituted it, leading the
crowd now, as have done the apostles at that time, renovating hope, edifying peace and
loving messages. That´s the savior work of souls lost in night of material ignorance.
Paul of Tarso
Note: At the begining the message, I felt strongly Master Shama Hare´s presence. All the time I
thought he own was dictating those strong words. However, great was my surprise to know that Paul
of Tarso had signed the message.
Thereupon I saw Jesus in sermon to his apostles and also, the apostles preaching the Good
News, divulging them throughout the world, I also have seen we were pursued.

Then I saw Catholic Church settled down and times later, the previous pursuers incarnated as
bishops. Those incarnations should correct mistakes of persecutions at the beginning of Christian Era,
but what they have done was disfigure, within the own church, the spiritual Christian objectives.
For several incarnations, we lived among those infidel ones, a lot of them are enemies with
whom we already fight now, during cleanup of astral inferior. But there´re still the other ones with
whom we´ll fight, besides the "Giant Beast."

05 – Spiriualistic Leaders on the earth
All the men have moulded their spirits during apparition and extinction of several
civilizations that have lived on the earth.
Few ones awoke and got free flight, however most stay stopped or in large
compromising with God´s Laws.
They take turns in matter, as executioners or victms, until finish the corrosive energy
inciting hatred and destruction , getting tired on afflict, suffered and erratic life, and thence
changing, struggling so much from dark journay to lighted one.
The great "leaders of Crowd" lighted by Christ´s mark, thereupon the battles took place
in matter and seek awake consciences of their small flock. But they´re disappointed with few
creatures awoke indeed. Most of them, imediatist let be driven unconscious, because are too
linked to material affection.
There´re also "Leaders of spirits on the earth" connected with shadows, like
leaders of ideas that disturble minds and keep them stagnated, immature or even
inciting terrible falls.Those infidel leaders cover themselves with gold and glories on
the earth, and after having their physical death, sink into bogs at astral around the
Planet.
Victims and executioners are confronted, life after life, until one of them awakes and
change the bloody and stormy journay to others vibratory levels.
Civilizations, turn on the liberating device or will commit more the rebel traveller.
06 – The Spirit of Truth
"Truly I tell you, who wishes see the Kingdom of Heavens, he must born again."
The Master´s words without subterfuges has never left doubts with his lessons, only
the unprepared minds can´t see and accept the obvious.
Later on, when the Spirit of Truth blew sweet explanations among human ones, he had
as principles Master Jesus' lessons and as Director, the own Jesus, Regent Mor of the
Orchestra of Life.
Nevertheless, body formed by lots of others bodies, the Spirit of Truth represent the
performance of several groups of Evolved Spirits commanded by Rabi Nazareno, spreading
out all over the Orbe the deepened of Jesus´lessons.
"The spirit blows where he wants". Under the Lamb´s Aegis, everywhere blows
comfort, so that could be performed the Master's promise: "It´s about time for nothing be
hidden and everything must be revealed."
To Him you owe all your history and all spiritual victories.
To Him you should render thanks for whatever represent the theoretical outline, from
where spread your practice of love and charity.
Save the Force of Divine Love.

Nooriam, Worker of the Space.
CHAPTER 14 - THE INTRUDED PLANET
Before the chaos on your Planet, you should ask: How have we arrived at such way?
People have received everything from High for purifying their own spirit, but have been
polluting up to now, the Planet and surroundings it all they can, and if we hadn´t block them
up, would pollute the whole system.
Their minds need be cleaned up of pollution by perverted and egocentric thoughts.
They need leaving free space for storage of sublime and evanescent know-how.
They need unblock the channels of understanding, so that the reasoning can transit
easy and full, supplying the direction of collective acting.
Arminat, Inhabitant of Venus
01 – The Intruded Planet doesn´t shock with the earth
I have left my physical body and with Ysh-Wam we took a vertical flight towards the
stratosphere, which empty space gave me feeling of indescribable freedom.
I have crossed the space between crust and borderline of atmosphere, always guided
by him, who skilfully deviated of dense and dark agglomeration spread in front of us.
When finally, we left the terrestrial atmosphere, he showed me the sad scenery of our
Planet, involved by dense clouds that moved and glued, forming a layer avoiding the aseptic
solar rays break through the several points of the Planet.
Thereupon we went into solar system, passing by several Planets, until near Planet
Uranus, at other dimension. I saw a celestial body of primitive, big and noisy aspect.
That was the Intruded Planet!
Its aspect of desolation emits a husky sound. I see that, despite of its speed, arrested
by strong cables of two ships like our steel cables, impeding influence of its strong magnetism
over other Planets and their orbits. Its aggressive breeze, of redy brown color also emits
strong energy rays every minute such as huge thorns growing on the surface.
Ysh-Wam said the following:
The intruded Planet belongs to other system, thence comes its name intruded. It´s at
another dimension and make circles around a stronger star than yours.
The Intruded Planet won't be shock with Planet Earth, but will pass so near and makes
it shake and moves the earthy axel to its direction.
When it´s so close of earth, it will cross its present dimension and, for few instants, it
will be materialized to same earthy dimension. Thence earth begins shaking and slowly its
axel moves towards the Intruded star, while the latter one moves away.
Every black plate of astral spread on the erth breaks into million of pieces attracked
and adhered to the atmosphere of Intruded Star, which breeze acts like vacuum cleaner
sucking the whole earthy dirt.
Thereupon the whole process, earth will be beautiful, bright and blue like a giant blue
marble fixed on the space.
The Intruded Star follows its course crossing Planets Venus and Mercury and, when
reaches the sun, it suffers strong repulsion towards its true dimension and route.
Ysh-Wam tells me us that, at meantime, the Intruded Star magnetize planetary axel
and place it at vertical position and vibrates at same dimension of our planet; at third
dimension. And thence it can provoke everything already described above.

Ysh-Wam continues:
According to initial planning, the Intruded Star should enter in route of collision with the
earth, but Technicians of Space, complying with a request of Loving Jesus, they worked so
that deviate a little its orbit drawn, without large changes in its original route and avoided
shock of destruction and only happens disturbances foreseen and already divulged for you.
Also by intervention of Loving Rabbi, your people could know the future events and,
once again redeem their souls of exile.
Jesus is known at Sidereal Space as Pure Love and His Actions and always reveals
his Majestic Essence for all creatures, changing the events drawn by Laws.
We own got divine right of work that represent the quantum jump, but at this time, it´s
hardly possible transmit it by human ideas. As well as we, all the people involved with
Planetary Redeem of the earthy plan can move forward at evolution scale of your original
worlds.
Only Love can achieve by only one action, the huge blessings got by large number of
beings. For it, we render all honor and glory to God thanking Him the task offered us.Thus
you can understand why we greet you on behalf of Him. He leads everything with much love.
Save the Light of Glorious Master Jesus!
Millions of beings connected with Army of Light and also by desire of planetary peace,
sweet for our command, by power of mantra, would be able to face magnetic influence of
Intruded Star, as it happens with planets where people are already more evolved than yours.
However, you realize that you wouldn´t be able, in short time, devote deep thoughts
and spiritual opening that could make possible a such opportunity. We´d like that spiritual
technique had been developed by yourselves. Unhappily, most of humans vibrate in dense
strip like Intruded Star, and those people for sure will be attracted to him, as the filings are
attracked to the magnet.
Only are free of natural exile, who had heard Master's lessons, elevated their
vibratory strip to levels incompatible with Intruded Planet.
You could say: but nowadays it´s hardly possible raise to the vibratory strip!
And we answer: you don't just live one life and the history told for you, it was also built
by your own choices. You´re authors and interpreters of your own luck, thus receive
today the result of your history of yesterday.
Before the Father, you aren´t more than children at initial phase of growth, to whom will
be given new chance, and nothing will be removed in accordance with individual wortiness.
02 - Master Ramatis´ explanations
Complying with a request of GESH, on materialization of Intruded Star or Cleaner
Star, Master Ramatis always affable brought us clear explanations.
Sure enough, there isn´t materialization and desmaterialization in full sense of word,
however will be open a "dimensional portal", through which increase the magnetic action of
Intrude Star that will attract by itself, adhering to its recently formed planetary psycosphere,
similar souls that should restart there in the cycle of painful incarnation.
Those incarnations will purify them of astral stains, like blotting paper to wear away the
atmosferic miasmas for planetary matter. They´ll act as sponges for cleanup of their own
bodies, the dirt adhered to the Planet amphitryon.
Q – Who are you? Is Master Ramatis?

A - Yes, Loving disciples. It´s Me. It´s my force that upholds the work of divulgation
all over the world, the revelations existent in the "Akashic Registers” bound for upkeep of
responsibilities regarding to each creature, people, civilization and Planet.
Q – How can registers of other Planet be accessed by Akashic Registers on the earth?
A - Small children, as you can already see, the universal nature is simple and its
organization repeats in graduation and several plans, in accordance with same standard.
If another Planet stands at different dimension, it´s natural that its registers follow the
strip of vibration, can´t be recorded on cosmic ether accessible to the strip of your Orbe.
However, all the dimensions and planetary spheres are connected by “doors of registers” like
those links you know in computer science now. They are “main doors" that once opened,
lead the researcher until the desirable sphere. Thence, from where he is, can access the
information desirable; only needs the "password" and authorization for such enterprise.
On the contrary, the daring creature runs the risk of strong burns even serious
damages on his astral body, mainly eyes. When embodied, he also can be thrown out of his
mental orbit, running a risk of his mind disturbed and even get madness. Or still go into the
dimensional portal and no longer go back, staying long time between dimensions and does
not take part on one nor other, until through suffering, realizes his unhappy action done and
then, offers a humble prayer to the Father and retake his course from where had stopped.
These are only some among of possible consequences you need understand now.
Ramatis.
03 – Deep connections join us to the earth
In olden times, our Planet passed by "planetary transition" with smaller intensity,
however, not with less suffering than you´re living now.
Overcame the passage by that painful transformation, we endeavour to get better and
working with humility for Mister of Life.
Now, the vibratory level of Planet Venus rises and no longer it´s at vibratory strip able
to suffer negative influence of Intruded Star, while approaching of our solar system.
We gathered forces, in the sense of helping those brothers who will suffer direct action
of that dense animal magnetism, primitive and destryer force for those similar ones.
We´re, as volunteers, at service of Master Governant of this planet, due to deep
connections between us and Planet Earth.
Ariadne, Being of Venus
04 – Welcome to the Intruded Planet
The man's journay on the earth is full of deviations and disrespect with Divine Laws.
From inferior astral, leave thousands of people towards the crust for new incarnation,
where they can reduce their spiritual inferiority and draw back ignorance.
- The ideas are mixed up but I can see the following:
The intruded Star seems so close; there´re strong winds plenty of sand at suspension
and seems a ferruginous place. There are ship-prisons parked with earthy exiled awaiting
orders. They´ll stay fallen asleep within the ships until are send to psycosphere near the
Intruded Star. There in, the retirement stations receive them for aclimatization of their bodies
and getting over conscience on their new exile.
They´ll receive fraternal welcome of governor of that Primitive Planet, that must
develop as the whole Father´s Work. Thence I listened the following:
"Children of the earth.

Blessed be the Mister´s Name, that once again offers you opportunity to change your
current negative journay.
You have left back a beautiful Planet that, no longer uphold be disrespected and
vilipended, it expelled you from its blessed breast. But the infinite Father's Mercy keeps the
stay of His children at Place of Recovery, in similar conditions with their spiritual progress.
For milleniums you insisted on deviation, and now you´re here, in this inferior Planet
that you left behind, so that restart new cycle, new learning in painful way, as you chose it.
We welcome you, because we´re brothers and we´ll drive your new way of progress.
You still must walk long and hard roads.
God All Might offers you New House and new restart. You won't be alone, because
we´ll be involving you with love during hard efforts of restart. Moreover, the
Father's Love always is with you.
I greet you on behalf of the Light. With love I´ll follow up your steps and lead you to the
Father's" House.
Without identification
Later on, I saw a group of ectasied exiled listening one superior brother who welcame
them in Intruded Planet. They´re already in Stations of Retirement at astral plan of that
Planet, for adaptation to the psycosphere of new home. Then their astral bodies are
submitted to specific changes for next incarnation on that Primitive Planet, with bodies
primitive too.
05 - Hercobulus and its strong power
I see a negative being, my enemy of past life, and I also see battles taking place in the
abyss. The horrible beings existent over there have several shapes. Shama Hare informs that
each creature has his suitable shape for performing a specific work.
I saw hordes of terrible vampires, with which we have to fight. It appeared a giant
snake, I don't know from where, with "bags" on its backs that presses, from where negative
beings authorized by the Beast, collected a dark substance and taking it with them carefully,
like someone getting milk of cow and taking it to feed the other one.
Thereupon, I and Mahyr crossed a portal through which we left the earth and soon
we´re in front of Intruded Planet. Its breeze was very dirty and noisy. Then Mahyr spoke:
The negative creatures are overanxious with approach of breeze of Intruded Star.
As iron filings, the vile feelings are atracked to the people's exterior magnetically.
Under command of powerful and attractive force of Intruded Star, the wild beasts are
attracted to surface of Orbe native of deep abysses, where lived for milleniums.
It´s irresistible its attraction and powerful its performance over those beings in similar
vibratory level.
The criatures set free their instincts and inferior feelings, that by inversion of
moral values, they became normal and common creatures. That´s a typical reaction of
“end Cycle”, where the people are defined or separated wheat of tares.
The negative breeze of Intruded Star arrives more and more, becoming instable
the earthy climate and souls unbalanced and thus incite hatred and disaffections.
The work of Army of Light runs fast on and on, following speed of last changes.
Mahyr

CHAPTER 15 - THE BEAST OF APOCALYPSE
The human beings, through their spirits, can go into dying world of darkness or even
can volitate in pleasant landscapes of colonies and homes at astral superior.
The car that drove your trips is your mind. Drive it and you can reach your destiny.
By same way the evolved instructors lead good souls, the Instructors of darkness lead
weak ones at inferior plans, where satiate thirst with cruelty, pain and others vile feelings.
Samuel
01 - Warning and invitation from Darkness.
Poor creatures!
Do you think across half dozen of words uttered by men of tender tone and humid eyes
of tears, you can banish all evil done and represent the largest force that always drove you?
Foolish creatures!...
We´ll never leave the earth. We´re bound for subdue it. Connected with its body as
Siamese twins, we belong each other. Nothing that you or your Guardians do, it´s able to
change the future of the earth that is black, sure enough.
Everything here will be ours. We´re highwaymen of the space. We arrived on the earth
so that get the necessary resources for survival of our people.
We drive masses of terrestrial people anxious for wealth as we are too.
Subdue is our objetive and never we´ll give up it. Now think with us: if we´re divine
Creatures, then the evil also belongs to God, and as powerful as the "good". Weak creatures
of the Light! Give up your mission, because it has no future. We´re the future. Choose the
side of victory; choose belong to the eternal darkness.
Work under our command and you´ll see arrive at your hands much power and wealth,
as you have never seen up to now. Leave us drive your lives.
At that moment, a Being of Light, feminine, who followed the dialogue has interfered:
"With much respect, brother, I can´t agree with you. We have a great example of
renouncement to material goods, full love and infinite humility and that temptation won for Him
is recorded in us, forever. There´s not larger wealth than God´s love above everything and
love the neighbor as were ourselves. That small lesson comprises everything that needs be
said and practiced by everybody.
We hope the heat of the Governor's Sublime love of the earth be able to warm your
cold heart, awakening it for new understanding on life."
On that moment a spotlight came from High straight drived to the communicant's heart,
burning it. When the fire has extinguished, I saw his heart opened by two sides and from
within appeared other black heart, smaller and and less hard. Then, the communicant was
arrested and taken to some place according to his vibration.
Then I received the Mahyr´s communication:
We can´t avoid them come as far as you. That´s Law they´re free try discourage the
task. On that moment, I saw two lines of negative beings, one on each side of the House.
Mahyr continues:
Each of them have his opportunity for deviating your route drawn by High. It´s
necessary so it can be for you and also for the work.
It´s necessary that torchlight which spreads over you, can be forged by renouncement,
courage, humility and love of beings chosen for that task, while going into the dense layer of
inferior energy involving the Planet. Before the Retrograde Forces, it´s what gives you

legitimation, therefore never you can state that we denied Laws and materialized
among you, renewal instrument that didn´t belong you.
It´s withstanding the evil against you and perseverance to do one´s good that
you can realize the highest ideal of love. But nothing impede us helping you all we can,
presenting this or that safe route or procedure across intuition, so that, even dived into fogs at
terrestrial plan, you can walk safe and sound, keep your grounding through by-path of Light.
We´re carefully following up your steps. Come to us and, as little and Loving brothers,
we´ll lead you until become true the Father's will.
Peace with you.
02 – You´re modern prophets
All the Evolved Beings who brought light to the world, they suffered treacherous and
cruel attacks by darkness.
You, who are "modern prophets" are attacked hardly by "powerful free minds of deep
abysses", where they command at distance, for milleniums, the followers on the earthy
surface. Nowadays, they´re free and attack the God´s Lambs impiously.
They´re perverse souls that even breathing air on the surface, they distil poison over
the human ones. However, all will be collected by force of Light that is superior than
disastrous power. But on and off they must provoke hard damages to whom are objective of
theirs fury.
Faith is your shield; Work is your might.
Jesus is the Largest Force that leads, protects and helps everybody.
03 – Evolutionary Intrigue
Thereupon the advises necessary, let´s retake our work.
You who lives on the earth, pay attention what we say.
For milleniums, all you´re connected by bows of your own history. History that you
have been playing, once in a while, as main actors, other times as supporting actors, but
always weaving the sckemes of evolutionary story.
It wasn´t by chance that we´re together now. Also we, extra and intra-planetary teams
involved in that story, from way back, we´re struggling for freedom and ascension.
From way back, the "rebel" (Dragon or Beast) is in your Orbe, living at bottoms of
Planet Earth. Helped by lots of incautious, proud, selfish and frivolous souls, had its ego
strengthened and fighted courageously, but was defeated after having long and hard battle.
Today it tries avenge and subdue your world.
Several attempts already done.The horrors seen by you during the cruel and insane
wars are the picture of what I´m saying you.
Nothing will block up its steps until defeated definitively with all its followers. Poor
fellows! May God All Might pities them.
They´re also creatures bound for Light, and know-how is the fuel to light their road.
Regarding to you, be aware and understand your time, taking a look at your last
history and, without doubts you´ll know build your future plenty of happiness.
Save the Force of Light. Save Master Jesus' arrival.
Without identification.

04 - A small and dead Planet receives "Beasts"
I float in the space as far as near a small Planet, and I also see bodies of animals inert,
maybe statues of stone or something similar. On the soil, everything are gray, there´s no life
and even the air is dry and difficult to break through the lungs.
The shadows wander faster among statues of stone.
I hear somebody say:
"Unhappy creatures, since milleniums, they have been sucking the vital sap of earth
and of its inhabitants. They had all the opportunities offered by Loving Father for redeeming
and modify themselves.
By degrees, they´re transferred to small sterile Planet, where will drain painfully, the
destructive energy brought inside their petryfied hearts.
They´ll live, for milleniums, atrocius madness until drain all corrosive acid of evil.
Some Beasts already inhabit over there, transferred from earth in exile. Others live
together for necessary growth.
They must receive assistance of those inconsequent ones who have thrown them at
fall. Now, with their consciences already aware, they try redeem before the Largest Law,
affording assistance to unhappy deportees.
During the sacrificial trips, they´ll follow them in exile of shadows.
Many in this unselfish task and tenacious sacrifice will raise the summits of Light.
Mister Jesus is our Shepherd and anything will lack us"
Samuel
05 - Brothers, Get free and stop satiating Beasts
The chances of progress to mankind are ever renewed on and on, but the creatures
neglect the lessons and prefer empty minds and be led by instincts and material pleasures.
The appearing and extintion of civilizations, as cyclical waves, offer opportunities to all
embodied ones on the earth devoted on planetary progress, because when a civilization
ascends up economical, cultural and scientifically, it can and must expand its know-how, lead
progress and helping to other nations and Orbe too. But when the human being´s intelligence
develops higher than the others ones, he´s led by inferior instincts, not allowing that Love can
expand and that together with wisdom acquired, ascend up his soul, besides of the matter.
Thus has been happening for all earthy civilizations, because the moral and psychical
graduation of many inhabitants on the Planet so allows it. The chances are renewed, but
multiply the falls due to tireless rebels.
Awake brothers! Time urges!
At astral areas near Americas, it´s huge expansion of the Beast, that somewhat tries
settle down his empire over there, however can´t do it definitively, because the strong
energy leaving from the Planet´s heart over Latin America avoid its working out.
The dark and abysmal regions under its powership are nearly extinguished. His
"followers" subdue lots of areas, however don´t get the large dominion which they look for.
The exchange by doctrinaire way, between two plans of life has cleared minds and
allowed large intervention of evolved spiritual colonies in cleanup astral, decreasing power of
darkness and loss of territory every minute, what incite hatred of Involutive Forces.
It could be smaller their pernicious influence over the Americas, if human beings so
wanted, reducing vibration of pride and selfishness, and increasing vibration for the good.

The change from large and pleasant road to by-path of freedom, it demands much
willingness for overcoming of material conditioning, so that live just for working and rest,
abandoning useless pleasures provided by material life that stop the creature. At ascencional
civilizations, the material goods are as larger as falls. However, there´re all over the world,
people and small able to subdue the matter in detriment of spiritual power.
The religions dominant on the Planet live for sucking contribution of their adepts
that uphold the highest powerful hierarchy and their princely sanctuaries, deceiving
their people with false Heavens and Hells. The people, for their turn, lighten their lazy
consciences performing ridiculous rituals without value.
The indigenous ritual has much more power because are sincere and with superior
purpose, while masses or prepay benedictions of unscrupulous ones don´t have value.
You already aware, don't be disappointed before efforts upholding you loyal to
purposes of Light. Keep your grounding on restorer road. Brothers, you should have already
awake since a long time ago, nevetheless your steps are still overlate on by-path of spiritual
progress, due to insistence of your spirits keeping pride and rebellion.
Stop satiating the beasts. Get Free you!
Take advantage of last Christ's call that looks after you.
06 – They became beasts of abysses
All those creatures you have been collecting from abysmal areas for Planetary Cleanup
and also those you have been fighting with them, they´re suvivors of that people. They have
already travelled on terrestrial roads, falling, incarnation after incarnation, for thousands of
existences, until reached the point of "abysmal wild beasts" as are today.
The terrestrial mankind is only one and composed of embodied and disembodied
spirits of all vibratory plans, from superior to inferior. They move throughout the two sides of
life, during the period necessary for performing their evolved purposes.
07 – The amortizable shield
I close my eyes and can see a giant Being, dressing in bright white tunic.
I ask who is he and he answers: Peter. Follow me.
In a flash, we floated in the space and soon after landing on deep abyss.
The Beast inside a very big protecting bubble makes the latter ones seems smaller.
Thereupon Peter says:
Can you see that? The Beast inhabits there in.
What you can see around beast is a giantic amortizable shield of its dense breeze,
avoiding propagation of primitive force over human ones. It was built by Servants of Light,
Spirits of High Sidereal Graduation, who take turns at constant prayers. If it wasn´t so, the
unhappy brother would be closer of surface and men more brutalized than they´re indeed.
Q - Where take place the final fight?
A – It will be inside of protecting shield, because couldn´t be different.
The shield is also kept by extraterrestrial energy under Comandand of Forces of
Commander Ashtar Sheram´army.
Q – And with reference to us?
A – You´re integral and active part of Army of Light and were self-chosen for this
"final Battle", through the bows linking you with the Beast, since olden times.

Every day, you should renew and supply your faith, so that it can get the "size of
grain of mustard" at supreme hour of fighting.
So it is and will be. He tells me: - Look!
I can see arriving negative energy that is communication between the "Beast" and its
followers. Something like black balls, like foods, also arrived at that moment. Peter continues:
Foods and external informations arrive for it, however, its vibration and orders emitted
are filtered and weaken by shield of Light.
Q – Is the End close?
A - Well, our space-time differs of yours. Forget it. Fix your thoughts in getting ready;
it´s exactly through your present work that you can keep strength and faith for that task.
During moonlights, the "unhappy brother” absorbs larger energy of Absint Star,
harmonizing with primitive forces which will throw it in exile, but not on that Planet.
Sisters, the hour is decisive. Time urges. Take advantage of the last minute and
practice your faith and trust in Who everything can – Jesus.
We´re with you. Be ready. Jesus is with you too.
Peter
Q – And about Margarida's request of takes part of final battle with her physical body?
A - She´ll uphold the necessary. Jesus is our Master and Guardian. Let us keep trust.
All you have enough energies for planned battles It´s your interest active and expand them.
Jesus is our Compass, the Safe North.
Peter
During the last meditation, I own was running in by-path and many animals behind me:
monkeys, dogs and others with human faces. The narrow tunnel had stairways linking to hill
and overlooked a round courtyard. When the animals were near me, I was hoisted by tem
with threads invisible, and the negative creatures were arrested too. It was a trap to them.
An instructor said that we work hard as baits, at times, as cleaners or still as warriors.
08 – The Beast´s speech
I can see Count Rochester who takes me by hand as far as an abysmal area, where
workers of Light are on duty.
Human beings are collected from abyss, showing up by several shapes: ovoid,
deformed masses, trees, fishes and so on, all dived into gelatinous liquid. That remind me on
the book "The Abyss" written by Raniere. All they´re led to a Ship, by light mat, projected by it.
I ask on Guardians of Darkness Abyss and Count Rochester shows them asleep,
taken together with theirs victims. And he continues his explanation:
“They´ll be transferred as they´re now and only awake in other Orbe, where restart the
abandoned journay. They won't notice the change following their slow ascencional way, until
awake towards the Light and at last, they´ll know about their condition of deportees.
Victims and executioners will travel together the painful restart of exile."
Then I see the Beast closer. I go near its place and I can see it at outside of protecting
shield, built and upheld by Servants of Light of high Spiritual Graduation.
The shield has cameras where stay Beings of Light, taking turns in vigil of prayers.
I capture from the Beast´s mind as follows:
" The hatred flames which I spill on the earth are enough. I suppose the victory is
close at last, freedom from hateful captivity. Enemy destroyed and absolut power over
the Planet. Once and for all, the victory arrives after lots of sacrifices and battles."

He goes on thinking about its origin Planet, from where was exiled during the transition.
".. Once I´ll destroy them... They banished me from my loving homeland, Planet where
I was born... I have already lived at other worlds and I was expelled of all, but afterwards the
conquest of this one, I return for destroying and subdue them. They´ll see my limitless power.
God! I´m God, the Supreme Being, the Powerful, the Magnificent!
Listen earthy creatures: I´m here for smashing without mercy the enemies of Dragon!"
I´m the force, material life, the pleasant sensation.
Isn´t that what you are looking for? I´m close of freedom !... "
Thence, it began to laugh loudly, as if it were already celebrating victory.
09 – The Empire of Beast falls. Battle of Armagedom
I see the inferior astral of Middle East linked with North of Brazil.
At inferior astral, I see ourselves walking by very dark place and with sticky mud.
A giantic snake jumps towards us but it´s cut by a sword of light, without appear the
owner of sword. Then I listen the following:
Wars ever were marks of ascension and fall of all the civilizations on the earth.
For milleniums, the blood spilled together with great load of inferior energy from
human hearts, they have built inferior areas around the Planet as far as abysmal ones,
which still are supplied by blood, same element that gave them origin.
Wars, guerrillas, bloody battles and uncontrolled violence still supply "wild beasts", that
by feedback, keep alive hatred, revenge desire, prepotency and greed in the human hearts
and, otherwise, they receive inferior and vital emanation of blood that supply them.
For millions of years of man's life on the earth, was built inferior empire
commanded by "Dragon" that subdues all evil, disseminating it all over the world.
Only across the Battle of Armagedon, the poweful empire can be destroyed and,
no longer supply those insane creatures with cruelty. The beasts weakened, lose their
forces of command and taken prisoners for exile in distant lands.
Q - What does mean Battle of Armagedon?
A - It means apocalyptic Battle of end of times, where the Beast that subdues the
Empire of Dragon must be faced by Armies of Light. The Lamb´s disciples.
That moment arrives more and more, because the Empire Fall of Evil finishes with
uprightness of the planetary axel.
Q - When happens the battle?
A - Several events happen at the same time what you can´t understant by your limited
optics of time.
You realize that, in each dimension, time happens at several ways, the Planning and
Advent foreseen by Prophet aren´t compatible with space-time of yours. The events happen
so fast at several earthy plans that end with emerging of New Era, according to programmed
by Sidereal Technicians.
Thereupon the Dragon´s Empire Fall, also others black Commands fall, by irreversible
chain reaction. The ship-prisons act faster taken infractors for Final Selection.
You can already feel in your bodies daily, acceleration of time at present dimension.
Times runs fast towards the deep changes that already happen on the earth, which End is
the uprightness of planetary axel.
Q - Who will face the Dragon?

A - The Army of Light, under Angel Miguel's command, commander Ashtar Sheram, as
it was foreseen by great prophets.
At this last phase of destruction and cleanup of abysmal area, inferior areas less
denses, no longer exist, therefore you´re already working a lot with Army of Light in that
cleanup and sanitation of inferior astral around the Orbe.
The Dragon´s reign declines fastly and it wishes to continue as "Mister of the earth."
Under Jesus' Larger Command, the Army of Light moves forward, destroying the
shadows and throwing new seeds on the conquered soil.
There´re huge movement and activities of ship-prisons in withdrawal of fallen brothers,
leading them towards the new direction for their lives.
Setun Shenar
10 - Armies of Shadows move forward
I saw several dark beings of frightening appearance,dressing in rude garments under
black armors and recall an army of grotesque beasts.
They left the hole on the ground, forming several and endless rows looks like dental
arcade of sharks and seemed guided by invisible force, because I didn´t see no leader.
They had the most varied primitive weapons of war, all set for an immediate battle.Lots
of them had iron balls covered with sharp pointed sticks around them, shields of iron and thick
and heavy chains, and so on.
Thereupon that sad scenery, a message arrived explaining the subject:
The Armies of Shadows move forward.
They throw themselves over embodied beings. Their orders are kill or die.
Lots of them seek blood for feeding insatiable thirst of their Boss that drives the whole
army of darkness. They´re Mercenaries of Darkness and everything do for useless
rewards.Their petrified hearts refuse every sublime vibration.
We uphold them always irrigated by Larger Light, ejected from our ships for reducing
their attacks, but the embodied on the earth, poor insane creatures, seem invite them to
action with their cries of revenge and hate.
They´re forces that attract each other and we can´t block them up, because are
magnetized by fellow creature's laws. Poor fellows, it´s deflagrated the final tempest.
Keep calm as lambs and accept the Shepherd's call. He´ll guide you safe and sound in
the course of green fields of hope.
Commander Setum Shenar
Commander's Ashtar Vice.
11 -Visiting the Dragon
I go into the space, without any reference. it is outlined a long, white and bright corridor
right against me. Mahyr goes ahead and I accompany her by corridor as far as a platform,
that seemed of malleable material and its form is unstable. I stay in this place but I don´t
capture nothing. I pray for getting the words and images transmitted.
Thereupon, I see myself led to interior of abyss, where inhabits the"Beast", the giant
"Dragon" arrested byJesus, for milleniums. I´m face to face with Beast, and I go down as far
as the ground and I feel smaller than one of its claws. I have no feeling on him. My emotional
seemed anesthetized. Unhappily, from my mind leaves following thought: could I know your
history? Soon I was led back to platform.

12 – The Dragon´s history
I await advise and Mahyr speaks:
The unhappy creature that you know as chained Dragon of abyss, he has high
intelligence and from way back declines in its form and moral.
His native Planet has developed and belong to the other constellation, distinct this one.
In that world where he has inhabited, he declined and was deportee to inferior Planets,
still in evolution. He has lived at several categories of Planets and in some ones he stayed for
short time, because robbery and destruction constituted formation of his spiritual character.
Lots of times his guardians have embodied with him in Planets of medium evolution, for
refinement his deliquent spirit. Everything uselles; when the spirit refuses to grow, nothing
else can transform him. Nor even pain, burin transformer of souls, reached his heart.
As bird of prey, he leaves marks of destruction in several globes where walks. Even so,
Divine Mercy has offered him Planet Earth as last landing, where life is rich and exuberant.
But his uncontrolled ferocity didn't decrease. He goes on in same rhythm, dragging thousands
of negligent criatures to his dominion. Before another fall, so that renew him on that decisive
moment of transition, the only and drastic decision was send him to sterile planet, in a very
distant solar system.
Unhappily, he always rejects offers of that Who is infinitely Good, Fair and Merciful.
His bad and perverse heart allied to his powerful mind, drag masses of people for
destruction. He lives on inferior energy emitted at all the levels of physical and astral matter.
He is dominator, oppressor and proslaver. Divine Sparkle created for progress, has
been declining for millions of years.
Fed and contained by force of Light, he still stays arrested and his retreat of Orbe is the
transformer mark of the Planet.
He met Margarida when was exiled in her planet and incited her fall, then was exiled.
In each Planet inhabited, he took millions with him, committing so much with Laws, and
won't be allowed live among alive beings anymore, once he has reached the last
consequences of stay with evil.
Once again exiled and coming here, Planetary Governors welcome him, staying at
acclimatization and conditioning for many Eras. He only has embodied when life has already
settled down on the Planet and the man could already communicate a little better.
His mind and heart petrified didn´t improve nothing. During incarnations when he was
accompanied by evolved spirits trying lead him to the progress, he took advantage for getting
more scientific know-how, using it ever to overblow hate, revenge, black magic and deaths.
Thereupon the Atlantis Fall, he was arrested, but with his "great mental power" he has
been driving the Army of Evil.
Many of thosw who saw his Fall became his followers keeping alive his memory,
executing his orders, worshipping him and working for getting power too. They have incited
hate and rebellion, spreading out misery and manipulating the weak and foolish people taken
by illusion of temporary power and facilities of the matter.
During all Eras of human evolution, man is cultivating cruelty led by inferior feelings.
The descent of Army of Light to abysses, as task of cleaning has consumed them a
much energy. Around of rebel brother, Beings of Light take turns in prayers, so that reduce
expansion of his infectant energy. At the same time, they force his vibratory ascent, until he
reaches a suitable plan to fight and set free the Planet.

In so far as the Abyss suffers asepsis through the Light, happens his ascent to new
planetary exile. The unhappy brother, transgressor of Divine Laws, he knows the events and
does everything to remain on the Planet.
Many of those aligned with Army of Light now, have suffered direct influence on his
Fall in olden times. Now, no longer for inferior desire of hate or revenge, but for feeling of pure
love to the neighbor, they defeat him in battle and become tools for Divine Hands, transferring
him for a sterile world.
The Warriors of Light know, only this way, by fights, battles and exile, the declined
brother has other chance of renovation. They pray together with superior brothers, so that the
time of battle can be shorter and thence come so dreamed Peace on the earth. Due to his
strong affection with evil, he needs lots of spiritual renewal chances offered by Divine Mercy.
Thereupon the explanation above, I feel myself going down again to abyss inside a
type of bubble, for "not make mistakes". I stare his black and cold eyes deeply revolted and
sad. It gives impression that his diabolical mind leaves fulminant sparkles towards the surface
inciting scenes of destruction, torture, blood, death, when get support in human minds.
Thereupon a pause, Mahyr continues:
His mental force is enough to command all classes of evil at all degrees that you know.
All execute his orders and fear his power.
When Jesus has embodied on this Orbe, he visited him. But that loving action incited
him more hate and revenge. The Sublime Master understood and pitied him, upholding him
arrested at the lap of Mother Earth.
It was allowed his presence on the Planet due to link existent between Beast and lots
of declined ones embodied again, that improved moral and spiritually. Then Sublime pilgrim
decided that, the evolved brothers should remove him of that condition of worm encapsulated.
Jesus leads all his sheeps and knows all their deepest feelings.
All the evolved brothers know his history and work for removing him of bowels of the
earth and thence lead him to new home.
When Mahyr finished the report, I saw the Planet near me, as it ws covered by much
sand. The constructions, round buildings were made inside shields, like giant bubbles, so
that protect the cities against of sandy storms. The Beast was a type of king or ruler of that
city. The Planet was anxious at final cycle, as happens now.
The Beast had a daughter or wife, I´m not sure, kidnapped and murdered violently. And
thenceforth he rioted and wanted revenge. He destroyed cities and became sanguinary and
that was the beginning of his spiritual fall up to now.
Those beings of same Planet, in olden times are Masters in GBU now. Everything is
linked and make sense. Unhappily, I can´t explain everything minutely as I can see and listen.
CONCLUSION – TIME FOR UNMASKING THE VEIL
Broadly speaking, the work runs pleasant and happy right against of our physical eyes
and yours too. Difficulties always happen, but the adjustments are done slowly, in the sense
of adapting your corporal structures to high vibration of know-how transmitted.
The work urges in awaking people, therefore, it does worthy all the efforts spent for
working out of this present work.
We congratulated with you for acceptance of invitation. We state that involved through
the purest vibration of fraternal love, we´ll be together until get concluded this work.

The energies placed surroundings the atmosphere are satisfactory. The Spiritualistic
mediuns involved by superior thoughts and loving feelings for reception of canalization.
Guardians are on duty, protecting you against of disastrous attacks.There are also Master
Jesus´Sublime Energies of Love for that wandering, infantile and illuded for material goods.
We hope perseverance be main spring impelling you for materialization of Divine Will.
By short reports, we´ll continue to explain about historical events, a lot of times
controversial and not familiar for nearly all mankind up to now. It´s about the hour for
removing the veil covering eternal truths for those that didn't awake yet, can do that now.
No one prepotent, lazy and rebel being is rescued, if doesn't break the hard wrapper,
rude and inert that involves forces brought by himself, keeping his desire of growth. Also who
stays, for own desire, of closed eyes before the obvious, can´t get rights without wortiness.
It´s given to each human creature, the password of progress, but depends on him , the
duty fixed by Largest Law, seeking by own effort, liberation of painful and hard embodiments
unlocking the doors to the progress.
As always, we offer necessary tools for this transformation, but only you can use them.
We thank this group for all the efforts, faith and trust on us.
Ysh-Wam and Mahyr,
Couple of extraterrestrials an authors of this work
Pretty soon: “the book “The declined people and their terrestrial journay II”.

